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No. 8 GUiq5I.0Tl^^©
Staff Well, believe it or not, another issue of GUILLOTINE is

finally out! A special thanks to those of you who kept
the faith. The most recent issue that has disrupted the
New York scene, appears to be a letter that was recently
published in Maximum Rock 'N Roll. Whereas , we don't like
to downgrade the management of any other fanzines, in this
instance it seems necessary to voice some opini on. We
feel totally appalled by the unprofessi onal way in which
Maximum Rock 'N Roll handled this sensationalist . ODinion-
ated piece of writing. The publication of such a letter
was more suited to the tacky standards of the National
Enquirer rather than a magazine as internationally well-
known and reputable as Maximuin R 'N R. It has generally
been felt that Maximum R 'N R has never really presented
a favorable view of New York, but this was going too far.
Putting aside the content of the letter, didn't they realize
the effect such an article would have? It's difficult
enough for New York 'bands to get shows out of town wi.thout
painting a picture of New York as National Front head-
quarters. A so-called "fact" which is far from true. A
large number of hardcore people in New York are hispanic,
black, oriental and Jewish and I don't see any swastikas
burnt on their doorsteps. If the author of this letter
had a personal gripe with any individual or individuals
on the scene, it should not have been up to Maximum Rock
'N Roll to blow the issue totally out of proportion. It
is one thing to publish letters presenting views regarding
the hardcore scene and another to use a magazine as a
vehicle to attack another city's scene. In this instance,
I think Maximum Rock 'N Roll owes New York a very big
apology. If they feel New York is such a den of nazism,
maybe they should just keep their magazine out of New York,
as well.

A few other things of note. There is a newly re-opened club
,that features hardcore every Friday night, the Coventry at
Plaza 27 (Queensborough Plaza) , for further info call:
361-7275. So, come on all you Astoria boys, give this place
your support! An added note to Javi Savage of Big City
records. Ultraviolence did not appreciate your unauthorized
use of a certain demo tape that you had in your possession.
Enough said- 1 One final word, we are desperately in need
of artists and would appreciate any and all contributions.

We are also in the process of setting up a benefit to help

rarrLTinTTNE stick around. Anv hands wishinp- to contri hutft
their services can call either Wendy at 639-0525 or Kenny
of Nevermore at 380-3130. Your help is greatly appreciated!
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Death Before Dishonor

.AGKOSTi-C—FRONX_
THE RAMONES

CBGB's matinee

This ^gig was originally billed with 7 Seconds

as the headlining band. However, it wasn't until

after Agnostic Front completed their set that any-

one was igiven a definite answer as to whether 7

Seconds was still going to play. The last so-

called "reliable soiurca" said that their guitar

player had been busted in Boston and that they

would still be playing GB's the subsequent Sunday,

(which they never did-Sd.

)

Well, as far as the bands that did play. ..we ar-

rived just in time to catch Death Before Dishonor .

Their set started out with promising momentum, but

progressively detereorated into a backdrop for the

lead guitarist's heavy metal assault on your

senses. At one point, Mark (lead vocalist) intro-

duced the rest of the band as follows: Jimmy

(bass), Mike (drums), Steve (rhythm guitar) and

Eddie Rock (lead guitar). The band was at its best

during the fast thrash songs, unfortunately they

didn't stick to that format.

The following band was Agnostic,Front. I can t

say much more about Agnostic Front that I haven t

already said. They are such a tight, energetic

band and so great to see live. They seem to never

stop progressing and iL shows when they play.

G;ranted, they do often, but their shows are alwasns

packed. This particular show was a typical ex -

ample of most of their shows. Their intense set

drives the crowd to go absolutely crazy. In fact,

during Blind Justice Roger had to stop the song

because the kids went nuts. As violent as it
^

may seem, it is a positive reaction to the music

Of a really great bajid. Also, their new album.

Victim in Pain , is out now and definitely worth

getting. . .check it out.

by Goph

I

Lcunour East - October 1984

This was my first encounter at LamoiLir Ecist, which

is located on Queens Boulevard in Rego Park, Queens.

The size of the club is enormous, in the tradition

of major Long Island rock clubs. There were cock-

tail waitresses garbed in black disco style spandex

pants, who maneuvered their way to both tables and

individuals on the dajice floor taking drink requests

wherever they could get them. There was also eJi

enormous square shaped bar which was constajntly

crowded, along with a separate service bar for the

waitresses. The price of drinks was the usual as-

tronomical charges of $2.50 for Budweiser «ind up.

When you first walked inside you were handed a

ticket and then, about two yards distant, the ticket

was taken from you and money was required in ex-

change. The price for this show was $10, but they

were somewhat flexible if you. were short of cash and

just happened to be a girl.

The opening band was the Rouser^ , a band I had

the misfortune of seeing a number of years ago.

Fortunately, we arrived just in time to miss them.

The club was very crowded, particularly around the

stage area. The stage itself was raised (about the

same as Irving Plaza or the aid Peppermint Lounge)

with higher platforms on the right and left side.

The majority of people there were your typical

Queens and Long Island crowd with a small group of

hardcore people sprinkled about,

'Shortly after we arrived, the Ramones went on

stage. This was the first time I had seen them

since Central Park, 1980. Lights flashed across

the stage and smoke drifted up from the floor,

wreathing the stage in mystical splendour. As for

the Ramones, the hair was shorter and the leather

jackets were missing, but putting all that aside,

they were still unmistakably the rag-tag band from

Forest Hills who once haimted the hallowed halls of

Max's and CBGB's, Joey started the set off with the

traditional 1-2-3-4 and opened with Teenage Lobotomy

followed by Psychotherapy, a much newer number but

still in the tradition of their earlier days. Old

favorite followed old favorite arousing the audience

to fever pitch. Highlights included; Blitzkrieg

Bop, Rock 'n Roll Radio , Gimme Gimme S]:^ock Treatment ,

Rock 'n Roll High School , I Wanna Be Sedated , Beat

On The Brat , Mental , Headbanger , I'm Affected ,

Chinese Rock, Surfin Bird, Cretin Hop , Today Your

Love Tomorrow The World , and concluded with Plnhead .

The crowd exploded with enthusiasm and the Ramones

responded in kind. A len^hy encore followed p in-^

eluding Sheena Is A Punk Rocker and We're A Happy

Family, One number in the encore was a bit lame,

but otherwise the Bamones gave an excellent per^

formance.

Records, 99 MacDougal Street,

New York City, New York, U.S.A. 10012

(212) 777^610
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THE
GILLIOAN^S BBVEWOP,

XTtA.

GBGB's matinee

Although this was not a recent gig I felt
that it was important enough to still include it
in this issue,

I'his 'o.s the fix's t time the Faction (from
•California) played New York. Band members are as
follows: Adam Bomb (guitar), Gavin O'Brien (vo-

oals), Steve Caballero (bass) and Keith Rendon
(dreams). Unfortunately, after the gig they left
immediately, en route to Maryland, and I was un-
able to do an interview with them. However, we
were at least given the pleasure of a powerful
and ti.^ht set. Their set consisted of numbers
off of their ist E. P. and album (both of which
are excellent) and a new which so far has been
unobtainable in New York, Some of the highlights
included: Lost In Space , Being Watched , Why Save
The Whales ? (although. I don't agree with the
sentiment behind this one-Ed, ) , Fast Food Diet ,

Skate and Destroy and. a particular favorite of
mine, Beyond The Mirror . Their sound was even
better than their recorded material, with a lot
of double time on the drums and some excellent
guitar playing. I only hope that we have the op-
portunity of seeing them again soon, maybe this
time they'll stick around longer.

The Faction were followed by Astoria's own,

Gilligcm's Revenge , Members of this band are as

follows: Tony (vocals), E:aiie (drums), Eddie
(g-uitar) and Johnny (bass). This is one band
that improves astronomically everjrtime I see
them. Their set Included a mixture of old •60's

cover tunes such — -^i T^^ Hop/ Danny

and the Juniors aaa uooa Lovm /The Young Rascals

— and hard-hitting, driving hardcore numbers a-
long with a dash of heavy metal thrown in for good
measure, A new time was added to their reper-
toire, Who Do You Think You Are? , which was dedi-
cated to all the assholes of which this scene hats
a sui^feit. Their strength lies in a good, strong
rhythm section, vrlth Ernie leaning heavily to-
wards the high hat and right cymbal during a
vast majority of their tunes. That, combined with
some nice guitar licks by Eddie and the seething
anger of their vocalist, Tony, who paced the stage
constantly during the" peri'ormance , added up to a
show that should make Astoria proud. And, if that
didn'tjjtheircl£s^^ of Astoria certainly
didi

^««»««»««^^ «_



The final band to play was J.F.

A

. (from Ari-
zona) (See interview in separate section - Ed.)
Their set consisted of: Tentpeg, ABA , The Day
yalt Disney Died , Standln On The Verge , Pipetruck

,

(all off of their first album) and Kick You, Great
gquilizer ,. Preppy , Johnny D , Walk Don't Run , ajTLa"""

3aja (off of their second album) along with a num-

ber of othei^.

Their sound is truly their own, blending the
best of the old surfing sounds of the sixties with
skate music into a mixtujre which is incredibly
pulsating. A lot of their numbers are solely in-
strumentals at wM.ch time Brian, sits off to one
side v^atching the girls (refer to interview -ed. )•
At other times he writhes, gyrates and zooms about
the stage while bombarding you with his unique vo-
cal tcilents. If this isn't enough, Brian oc-
casionally moves off to the side to play around
with hiis casio adding another facet to this al-
ready multi-talented group.

At one point the power on the mikes went
out, but J.F. A. just kept right on playing with-
out Lhem. They performed a powerful, unique
and totally enjoyable set and completed their
encore with Bam Bam (drums) and Don (guitar) ex-
changing places. J.F. A. concluded an afternoon
of excellent performances,

by Wendy

1 16-18A Queens Blvd.

Forest Hills, N Y. 11 375
(2t2) 26319709

ROUNDHOUSE RECORDS
New & Used Records - Bought - Sold - Traded
Complete Line Of import, 45's, E.P.'s& LP.'s

Out Of Pifint L.P.'s - Open 7 Days

HERB SUJLSKI
Mon. - Sat. 1 1 :00 - 7:00

Sun. 12:00-5:00

(Maxwells , Hoboken, N.J. — October 1984)

- I had never been to Maxwell's before. When my
friend and I approached the entrance, I was sure
he'd made a big mistake and taken us to the wrong
place. I just couldn't imagine Husker Du playing
at a place filled with nattily dressed, collegiate
types sucking up cocktails and eating trendy little
dinners. When we went around to the side entrance
and into the back room where the band w£is pla^ring,
it was a different world.

The place was as crowded as the F-train during
rush hour. Husker Du was making sure that nobody
was standing still, whipping out song ai*ter song
with the precision and creative intensity that makes
this band one of my favorites, A lot of the materi-
al they did was new to me and I was later told that'
much of it was still unrecorded, but >dll be out on
an LP sometime in February.

Every once in awhile it seems that a group of
musicians come together to form a band whose end
result is a sound that is genuinely new and note-
worthy. Husker Du is just such a loand. There is
something marvelously original about this band,
a uniqueness to the sound and the material that
makes them standout in the hardcore scene. After
five and a half years with no change in the line-
up, they've had lots of time to develop as a band
in a more evolutionaxy way.

That night the temperatxire in the place must
have been around 100 degrees. Thrashei:^ close to
the stage were completely drenched with sweat and
the members fo the band were so wasted by the heat
that they had to take a long break before launching
into an even longer encore. Grant Hart;, led the
crowd in a rousing rendition of 99 Bottles of Beer '

On The Wall during the break. Then Greg Norton cajne
up front and led everyone in several verses of
Amazing Grace . (Could this really have be^n the
guys from the Zen Arcade?)

The encore began- and the dense crow^ became one
with the music. Becurring Dreams especially seemed
to envelope me — the mtisic, the heat and all those
moving bodies combining to totally immerse the
senses. When the show was over and I stepped from
that joyous inferno into the cool night air, it was
a shock, but I went home feeling exhiljjxated. It
was a great show by a great band.

by Linda Justice



Agnostic FrciHit

Band jiembers present at the Interview were:
Vinnie Stigma (^juitar) and Roger (vocals)

Inter-'/iewers were: Wendy and Goph

TuT LLQTTNE ; You started playing about two years
ac;-o at A7, why have there been so maLny changes
in the line-up since then?

Vinnie ; People weren't responsible enough.
people had their own lives to live, things to
do, people weren't dedicated enough to Agnos.tic

Front, lantil I found the right people like
Roger. And I'm glad I found him, because it's
hard to run things alone, to find someone as
dedicated as I am. Like with Ray, Ray was
crazy, Diego was cmzy, John Watson was crazy.
They all wanted to mosh. I had all these crazy
gTj.ys. When I first started the band, I picked
the four craziest guys on the dance floor, I
said, this is the band» because these guys
really live it. They were at all the shows
and they belonged in a band. But, you know,
members come and members go,

GUIIJDTINE ! What was the original line-up?

Tinnle! Robby Crypt Giush on drums, John Watson
on vocals, Diego on bass and me on guitar.
Robby left and we got Ray and then we played
with Ray for a bit and then we got rid of Diego
and that's when Adain came in. Then we got rid
of John Watson ajid that's when Jimmy the Russian
came in. Keith from Cause For Alarm sang with
us too a little bit. Then we had a bunch of
different bass players. There was the kid,
then we had the other kid, there were all dif-
ferent kinds of teenage kids, you know it was
gr'eat. Then we got Roger, best pick of the lit-
ter. Then we got Dave, after Ray came Dave,
Now it's me, Roger. .no, Roger and me, no, me,
Roger, Dave and Kabula.

GUILIiOTINB ; On the new record, is this the line-
up?

Vinnie : Yeah.

GUI LLQTIiffi ! What was the line-up on your E.P,

?

Vinnie ; Adam, Ray, me and Roger.

TJILIiQTINE ; On the cove"^ of the S.P. you can't
tell who the line-up is'"

Vinnie

;

Thank Qodl

GUILIOTINE: We figured that it might be inten-
tional

Vinnie: Yeah. It's just a picture of our band
which we put on the cover. What you see is what
vou .^et. It's the image of the band thax counts.

When you see Agnostic Front play you don't expect
maybe the best band, musician-wise. What you see
is a bsmd with a cause and a meaning,

GUILLOTINE ; What made you choose the name Agnostic
Front?

Roger ; Agnostic means that it isn't possible to

know an absolute truth, no real truth exists and
A^piostic Front is eithei: sometiling saying that
no real truth exists or acknowledges that no
real truth exists. It can also be used in a re-

ligious sense. You don't know whether God ex-
ists.

interview

GUILLOTI In what sense are you taking this?

Roger Vinnie

Vinnie ; It can mean an3rbhing,any situation. Ag-
nostic can be about anything and your front is
your point of view, your perspective on it.
That's how I see it. This is what we mean by
it, but it has different meanings for everyone.

Roger: The Agnostic Front can't tell you what the
real truth is.

GUILLOTINE ; Is there any message at all that you
feel Agnostic Front wants to convey?

Vinnie ; You want me to continue to talk yet, I'll
talk, I'm goin' now. I'm drunk. lou see, in
the beginning the whole idea was to unify the
kids. This was the whole idea. We were to
present unity to them. With all this chaos,
anarchy, destroy, we tried to come up with unity.
We happened to be skinheads and- somehow we got
that name, but we were a unity band, not just
a skinhead band. For awhile it worked, it was
cool. We did a lot, I tMnk. We did our share.
We helped put out the New Hope record (the Ohio
compilation), we traveled a lot, you l<now.

GUILLOTINE ; Where else have you played outside
of New York since the Ohio trip?

Roger: Philadelphia, Long Island, Bostok, New
Jersey, Connecticut and D.G.

GUILLQTIxNE : Were they all separate gigs or were
you on tour?

Vinnie ; We played them all in one night.

Roger ; On a ma.tinee, all in one matinee. No,
we haven't gone on tour yet, but we're or-
ganizing one. We're waiting for our album to
come out.
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GUILLOTINE ; When are you plauining for it to come

out?
'

Roger ; The end of September.

GUILLOTINE : What's on it?

Roger; Ten new songs and one old one, Last Warn-

ing . We're going to be recording a demo before

we go on tour. With maybe five songs on it con-

sisting of three or four new songs.

GUILLOTINE : Is the style any different?

Roger; Yeah. Very different.

GUILI^TINE ; How well di-d your E.P. sell?

Roger : Sold out, sold out quick, in about Z or 3

months. We keep getiing orders for it in the

mail, but we just don't want to reprint it.

GUILIOTINE ; How many did you print?

Vinnie ; 1,000.

GUILIjOTINE : How come you didn't include a lyric

sheet.

Vinnie ; We did. Well, actually it was more of a

thank you sheet with a collage on it.

Roger ; They were also John Watson's lyrics.

Vinnie ; They were the lyrics from the past.

GUILLOTINE ; What happened to John Watson?

Vinnie ; He' s a Krishna with a big ponytail.

GUILLOTINE ; What about Adam?

Vinnie ; He's a peace punk now. Wow! One's a

Krishna, one's a peace punk, what am I gonna be?

Roger ; An old man.

Vinnie ; Oh noi

GUILLOTINE: How do you feel the New York scene

has changed since you started playing?

Roger ; Last year was good. This year was pretty

good, too. There were a lot of fights in the

last 2 or 3 months. But, everywhere we played

there weren't any fights once we went on stage,

even Philly.

GUILLOTINE ; What about in Boston?

Vinnie ; Forget about it, Boston, Boston sucks.

GUIIiLOTINE

;

I heard they were in competition with

the New York kids?

Roger; You try to play for the Boston people and

they come up on stage and try to knock your equip-

ment over, fighting with you. We don't even

treat Boston bands Uke this. A Boston band •

comes down here and we try to enjoy them. We

go up there and they want to beat you up on

stage.

GUILLOTINE ; What other bands played with you?

Vinnie: Void played. Big band, first time they

p![a3^ed there.

GUIIUjQTINE ; How many people were there?

Roger: Fifty people showed up. I thought the

Boston scene was supposed to be some big thing.

I mean Void, first time they play and nothing's

going on. I mean it was so lame. There's no

straight edge, they w^re all fuckj.ng drunk. They

were all really wasted. They were drunker than

us. They made us look like shit.

Vinnie ; We were straight edge.

GUILLOTINE ; In comparison?

Vinnie; Yeah, and we were drunk.

Roger ; They were sick drunk,
,

throwing up. Billy
Psycho got hit in the face twice on stage, cheap

shots.

Vinnie : Yeahl But, I've got nothing against Boston.

I'll play anywhere, anytime.

Roger : Forget about it. Never. Never. Once was

enough. Never up there. We'll play New Jersey,

Ohio, anywhere but there

,

GUILLOTINE ; I heard they gave you at hard time pay-
ing you.

Roger ; They didn't pay us. The fri.end who got the

show for us said she'd send us the money, you know,

because Void wanted $400 'cause they took the

train up there and then they used all our equip-

ment. They broke our snare and then they wanted
to use our guitatrs and bass, what else did they
want? You gotta have respect for the other band,

too. I mean we travelled just as far as they did.

You know we let them use our stuff and they didn't
even give us gas money. We wanted to play Boston
and we did it, that's it! Once is enough! New
York is still like the best fucking place to play.

At a big show you get at least 800 kids, it's fun,

it makes you play better.

'

GUILLOTINE ; Did sny of the New York people go up to

see you?

Vinnie : Yeah, about 25-30 people showed up.

Roger ; A lot of people hitchhiked up there. There

must have been only about 30 Boston kids there.

It was like a war on the dance floor, they just

didn't want us there.

Vinnie

;

A girl came up to me early in the show and
said a lot of kids think you have a bad attitude.

At the end of the show when everyiihing was fucked
up with every band, she cajiie back and said #"1

had the wrong idea of your band. We thought you
were just nazi skinheads",

GUILLOTINE: So, how do you feel the New York scene
has changed since 2 years ago?

Roger : It was a lot better. There were a lot more
people. It was a lot more fun. It's more dead

now. If you go down Avenue A now you might find

7 or 8 people, maybe, back then there would have

been at least 50 kids on a nice night. On Norfolk

Street you couldn't even walk through my bedroom
there were so many people sleeping over.

GTTT T.TQTINE ; What do you feel can be done to im-
prove the scene. By the way, I hate the word
"scene", so if you can think of a Substitute
word?

Vinnie ; I like to use the word movement.

Roger ; It depends on what band is playing. If
you get a Mnd that gets up there and offends
you, saving you're an asshole for being a skin-
head and you* re an asshole for being a punk,

' then you're gonna lose the people who came out
to see you. We try to come out as a unity band,

we don't say you're, an asshole for being idiat-

ever. If you want to think of us as assholes
fine, it's your thought. If you come up to me
and call me an asshole, I'll turn around and
call you one back. You gotta thinlc about
reality, about what's happening today. Chaotic
anarchy is what punk is all about, not about
being a fairy and joining the yippies, telli,ng

you 'what you can't eat. Peace auid love is not
what I myself believe in^ but if that's what
you ' re about fine. Everybody has their own
views on life, this is America, voice yoxix* own

opinion.

GUILLOTINE ; Where do you guys stand pol:Ltically?
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Vinnie; We fight for our rights, like we fight
on the streets,

GUILLOTINE; How would you feel if we were to

get into a war with Nicaragua?

Vinnie ; We have to stop Communist aggression,

Ro.qer ; You've got to defend this country. If we

don't get into it, the commies get into it.

Vinnie ; It starts with a handful of men guarding
the border. Two years later you've got a major
offensive there.

Roge_ri I mean if Russia thinks their gonna walk
into Nicaragua, we've gotta do the same thing.

Forget about this question. We don't really
like to get into politics, I've heard a thous-

and anti-Nicaragua songs and anti-Reag;an songs
and anti-cops songs. Alright, so some cops are
fucked up,

GUILLOTINE ; How do you feel about the political
climate in the United States today and its
relationship to hardcore?

Roger; Something in the government is fucked up,

like a lot of poor people need help and Reagan
fucked them over, like with Welfare and Unem-
ployment.

Vinnie ; He likes our foreign policy, but he
doesn't like our national policy,

7ul LLOTINE ; Now that you've answered it for him..

goger

:

I think he has ,^-ls (Reagan) . I like a
:Tian -hax has guts.

Vinnie: Me and Roger, we're from the ghetto and,

Vinnie : He likes a leader. He needs a fuhrerj

Roger : Forget the politics!

GUILL(3TINE: Do you feel your music has changed any

since you started playing?

Vinnie : Yeah. At first it was raw, more thrash.

Now it's more melodic,

Roger ; We have a disco version of United Blood .

:rt should be out in a year. It's called "How

To Boogie"*

GUILLOTINE s What aire your plans for the future?

Vinnie ; I'm gonna die on stage a rock star.

Roger; And I'm gonna be a cop and sing on stage

in my cop uniform.

you know, sometimes in a way I don't want to act

like Mr. tough guy and everything. Then I think

to myself, "What the fuck have you got the right
to call yourself hardcore, in a way, when J look

at my aunts and I see that my relatives live

harder than they do , more oppressed, . . when I see

these guys with cherry apple pie faces. • •Roger

lives in an abandoned building.

Roger; We're like fun, having a good time., We're

a more socially oriented, down to earth band.

GUILLOTINE ; How do you feel about what's happening
with the lower east side?

Roger ; It sucks. All the rich people
are moving in and just making the rent higher. -

They should think about the poor people . If
you're poor, they don't want to hear it. The

rich get richer and the poor get poorer. That's

the way it is.

GUILLOTINE; '-fhat do you think can be done about it?

Roger ; Nothing. That's the way life is gonna be.

That's it. Thank our government for this. We'll
just have to live with it.

GUILLOTINE ; What about the band's future?

Roger ; We're gonna get the record out and then

tour the United States starting in the Summer.

When our band gets bigger we'll be playing with
Michael Jackson at Shea Stadium. Me and Michael
are gonna do United Blood and Disco Boogie to-

gether.

(special thanks to Amy and John for their parti-

cipation in the interview- the staff of Guillo-

tine)

The oRO-MAGS
The VATICAN COMM A NnnS

eJ..CBGB's matinee

CRO-MAGS—Hey, these guys are good. With the
infamous Harley Flanagan (ex-Stimulators, ex-M"ur-
phy's Law) who can expect anything other than a
raw, power filled, ass kickin* set. This is also
the first time Harley has played bass instead of
drums. This was the first time I saw them and I
was pissed that I missed them in the piist. The
bass and drums were the most djDminant feature to
their sound. Some of their material reminded
me of old Discharge and old SSD, because of a
-light metal edge sound to them. On the other
hand, some of their songs seemed in the vein of
say "English Skin" type music. Harley added some
humor to the set announcing some songs as features
on his "solo album". Some of these songs included
World Peace Ccm't Be , life Of My Own , Gro-mag and
When Push Turns To Shove . That ended the set. I
must say, there is a lot of variety in their songs
which I think shows creativity, I *d like to see
this band again and see whether they progress or
not, I think they show the potential toL

The Gro-Mags were followed by the Vatician Com-
mados, a band which up until this show x always
seemed to have the misfortune of missing. Their
set opened up with a weak version of Paranoid/
Black Sabbath , but was followed by a string of
good, original numbers including Gravity (makes the
world go round) off of their second e.p. , Just A
Frisbee along with newer songs from their 12" e.p.'

which had not officially been released as of this
gig. The guitar player, Mike Pollock used an
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Ibariez hollow body guitar with a wah-wah pedal
which 1 found unusual for a hardcore band. The
sound was good and tight, following the latest
trend of incorporating heavy metal within a hard-
core format. The band poured out some really good
tunes (with Dave Hower/drums and Jim/bass present-
ing a steady, pulsating rhythm section) as Chuck
Wheat veered around the stage, reminding me of
the bat-like contortions of Brian/j.F.A. Their
performance was well worth the wait! Unfortunate-
ly, the crowd appeared to give the V. C. 's the
cold shoulder, possibly because some of the mem-
bers sprouted long hair and a not-so-hardcore
image. Once again, as at the White Cross gig ear-
lier this year, I was ashamed to be a part of this
audience. The Vatican Coiiunandos gave a dynamic
show anyhow, and for that they deserved our sup-
port,

by Goph

Vatican Commandos discography :

Hit Squad For God e.p., Pregnant Nun Records, 1983

(side 1) lAfhy Must I Follow, It's So Scary, House-
wives On Valium (^ide 2) Hit Squad For God,
Your Way, Wonder Bread,

Just A Frisbee e.p,. Pregnant Nun Records, 198^

(side a) (We're) Tipping Cows, Talk To Me (Side
B) Gravity, Do What You Want To, Let Down Again.

Point Me To The End 12" e.p,, Pregnant Nun Records,
November 1984

(side 1) 2000 Years of Superstition and Terror,
D.W.I. (302), What Can You Do? (side 2) Same
Old Story, A Poem by Earl, Point Me To The End
Parts One and Two,

^for further information contact; Vatican Gomman-
dos c/o Jim Spadaccini, 84 Gardiner Street, Dari-
en, Connecticut 06820

YOUTH BRIGADE

Adam

(GBGB*s matinee)

Youth Brigade are one of the few bands left
that come to New York and get a very warm welcome.
They always seem to put all they have into their
performance and that helps give this band such a

t-he se-fc , they ^J-d IJlia- t

rrice Happiness rrom tlieir i aAp^l. glng-'U. ,d^Tnp
the other songs included? What Are You Fighting
For, Violence , and Sound and Fury from their debut
L.P.

,

SOyND AND FURY . They received an enthusias-
tic, energetic response from the aujilence. They
announced their last song as. Sink With California ,

but still went on to do Care , Men In Blue , Fight
To Unite and Boys In The Brigade .

—
I was very pleased to say the least. The best

way to describe Youth Brigade both live and on
vinyl is - Sound & Fury!

by Goph

Murphy's Law
Major Confiict

GBGB's

It was one of those days when nothing was really
going right and I almost didn't go to this gig at
all. However, I really needed my weekly shot of
live hardcore, so I came to this one. Unfortujiate-
ly, I was too late to see Bedlam and Violent Child-
ren.

When I came in^ Murphy's Law was already playing,
What can I say about this band? I've only lived
in New York since April and I've already seen this,
band enough times to be able to predict with cer^
tainty what they're going to playo (Was that really
a new verse to Wild Thing I heard?) Still, the band
has enough energy, power and humor to make it
impossible not to dance. This is a good, enter-
taining band and anyone who doesn't enjoy hearing
them should, just "sit at home and rot".

It should perhaps be noted that Jimmy Gestapo
had a new drinking straw coiffure ( a new trend?)
and there was one injury that looked more serious
than the usual minor cuts and bruises, but other
than that, the set was pure Murphy's Law.

Jimmy Gestapo

What could have been Major Conflict's last show
got off to a slow start. When they Mt the stage,
I was ready for some good, loud, fast music. The
band is comprised of Billy Phillips (vocals), Johnny
Waste (guitar), John Dancy (ciriams), Dito (guitar-)
and Michael (bass). The first songs were good -

Underground, Intro ^ and Will —and the crowd was
lively. However, technical problems between songs
caused delays in the set and it seemed like just
when everyone was getting into the music, the music
T^n-nl^ g^^nT^ TJT^^in ^j-^ rp^^.^ ^^t i^afl dedicated to



everyone from Astoria> things started really moving,
A great songj They did Outgroup from their single,
then Billy urged everyone to stick by their convic-
tions and not to waiver from their principles in an
exciting introduction to Stand By Your GunS o Alter
that,, the songs finally begam to flow, the technic-
al problems having been solved or overlooked. They
continued with City Streets, Stand Together , Central
Pa2:k ajid Time Is Now with Billy jumping around the
stage. In a flash he would be out onto the floor
and then back onto the stage again. At one point
the bodies were piled on the stage three to four
feet high and I was amazed that the music just kept
on coming.

Billy is a really dynamic singer with a lot of
talent and energy and if this is Major Conflict's
last gig, -it's a great loss to the scene.

The band did Not Just A Song which is also from
their single and then concluded with a really
rousing version of If The Kids Were United which had
the crowd singing the chorus in unison. It was one
of those really great moments which adds to the

Ifeitchwork quilt of experiences that maLkes punk/
hsLi'dcoipe what it is,

by Linda Justice

EDITORIAL --by lAnda justice

it's a touchy subject and we've heard it before,
^

but it does take money to keep a baiid going. E(|uip- ^

ment must be maintained, the /cost df producing a
record can be astronomical and travel costs a
great deal. But 0ne cost that is sometimes over^ /
looked is that of time. The time it tal?§s for
practice, and the ^development of new material can
be a real sacrifice to a band member. The time .

that could be spent in leisure activities, with
loved ones or just trying to maike a living must/

often be spent worMng to keep the band alive.
While music and the band is usually the first love
of a band member ari,d this time spent is hardly felt
as "sacrifice", somietimes practical obligations do
loom large and 'it is at this time when a person
must decide which of their activities must fall
away.

We are fortunate to have a really terrific
scene. The ^zxeater New York area can boast of some

really great bands. We should be proud. But we
need to be grateful as well as proud and support
our bands in any way we can. No New York hardcore
bands are getting rich playing CBGB's and it^s pos-
sible that we may lose some g^ood talent if these
bands aren't supported,

I complain as much as anyone else about high
prices. I went to Hoboken to see Husker Du rather
than pay Ritz prices. I don't know what the answer
is, but it's something we all need to think about
and do something about.

Swamp Goblins Killdozer

Reagan Youth

CBGB's matinee

;

' If today were 1980 or even 1982 and the place
was A7, the Swamp Goblins would be racking them in.
Their unique blend of horror rock a la Misfits and
old style rhythm and blues would have been received
with popular acclaim. However, the year is 198^
and in New York, thrash is king!

Putting aside some of their more chintzy theat-
rics in the vein of utilizing the word "swamp" in
nearly every name and song title, their sound re-
mained both refreshing and enjoyable. The dynamic
vocals in particular, highlighted this performance.

The Swamp Goblins were followed by Killdozer
(this being their second performance in a period
of one week) . The set opened with their singer
toting a fat cigar, puffing cancerous fumes into
the audience. He seemed overly concerned with
dramatic effect, utilizing the band as a backdrop
for his performance. Their music incorporated such
elements as thrash , '60's surf style/skate punk
and even included a rendition of Folsom Prison
Blues/Johnny Cash. Perhaps , without their singer
they might have been more palatable. However,
after ending their set with a mock fight off stage
between the singer and an anonymous individual,
well, maybe Hollywood might applaud them, I know
I certainly didn't.

I almost didn't stay for the headlining band,
Reagan Youth, having seen them in their hey day.
In 1981 Reagan Youth was the most prominent, force-
ful band on the scene. Who would have thought that
three years later, they would be reduced to playing
Black sabbath and Led Zexmelln cov^r tim^>., ai.



right, so they still include a few old numbers in
their repertoire, such ass New Aryans . U. S.

A

. and
Reagan Youth . It would '3e nice to see Dave Insur-
gent introduce some new and dynamic numbers into
their set, on par with their old material. Dave
still may have his charisma when it comes to
drawing in a large audience, but as for me, I went
across the street to buy a beer,

by Wendy

JFA Interview

GUILLOTINE interviewers: Wendy and Goph (alias Indiana
Jones

)

- J*F*A-^ aire; Mike (bass), Don (guitar), Brian (singer)
and Bam Bam (drums)

GUILLOTINE ; What ws^s the original line-up?

Mike ; The original line-up was Brian as singer, Bam Biim

or Mike as drummer, Don on guitar and Michael G. on

bass, (to the rest of the band) What should I say .

happened to Michael G,?

Don ; He died,

Mike: You heard it, Michael G. died. He died a death
of natural causes . Actually, he didn't really die, but
that's what they say. He got kicked out and q[uit at
the same time and I took his place in February, The
rest of the members are still the ssune,

GUTLLOTINE ; Were you in another band before JFA?

Mike: Yeah, We're a band called the Sun Glty Girls who
are touring across the country with JPA, We we3?e sup-
posed to play today,

GUILLOTINE ; You're in both bands?

Mike; Yeah, We were going to play if the Faction can-
celled and we had heard that they were going to, but
they di-dn't. This is the only show the Girls haven't
played, so far,

GUILLOTINE ; Are you all from Arizona?

Mike; No, I'm from Bethesda, Maryland i but I'm living in
Aiizona now. The rest of the band's from Arizona, ex-
cept Don who's from Huntington Beach, Galifomia.

GUILLOTBIE; What is it like in Arizona?

Don ; Buj.cks, Snowbirds, rain, gravel, lawns, cacti, con-
ser^tism , Reaganism , flatness ,hotness . • , •

GUILLOTINE; Is there much of a scene out there?

Mike : Yeah. It's O.K. The scene sometimes takes bands
for grsmted, except for a few people and they know who
they aire. Its q_uite a big scene, sometimes shows are
500 or 600 people. It usually averages out to 200 or
300 people per show.

GUILLOTINE; Are there many places to play out there?

Mike ; No,t a lot, but there "s usually at least one place
that steadily has shows every week. Its had them on
and. off for 3 years now. It ' s been fairly consistent
once a week, sometimes twice a week,

GUILLOTINE ; How long have you been together?

Don ; Three years ago, as of last May,

GUILLOTINE ; Is this a national tour?

Mike; Yeah.

GUILLOTINE ; Wliere have you played so far?

Mike : We went through the Southwest, through Texas and
up through part of thR -'v;-> -- - 1 , Missouri, St, Louis,

Gincinatti, then down into Tennessee, Nashville, Mem-
phis, Baton Rouge, then across into Florida. We did
three more shows in Florida and then went up the East
coast.

GUILLOTINE ; How long have you been on tour?

Don ; About four weeks. We're about halfway -bhrou^.

GUILLOTINE ; Has anything interesting happened while
,

you've been on tour?

Don s Plenty, enough to write a book.

GUILLOTINE; Do you want to tell us about any of the in-
cidents?

Don; Just real life. I mean, you see so much of it.
. There's nothing stranger than real life, like, we broke
a fan belt on the way to Cottonwood, a little town
north of Phoenix, We did our first show there. Some
guy in a security truck pulled up and asked "Do you guys
need a fan belt?". Like out of the blue, "Do you need
a fan belty and he had our size. It was like it was
made to order for us. He was one of Jerry Faldwell's
people and he saw the JFA and thought we were too. He
thought we were nice Christian people. I mean stuff
like that happens everyday. People have been really re-

ceptive, making us feel at home. In Knoxville this guy
fed us a home cooked meal, he made his parents cook us
dinner. He ordered them around auld everything. The
police have hassled u£3 a few times, but we've weasled
out of it with three tickets, so far.

GUILLOTINE ; For what?

Don: Speeding, swerving on the road, and not having a
license. We also have a mechanic on board and when he
drives sometimes he hits bumps and we all hit the
ceiling, especially if we're in the bmk beds.

GUILLOTINE ; Did you have any problems pilaying down south'

Don; Not really. We were surprised, because we were
expecting there to be problems, but it went fairly
smooth. When we got up to Gainsville, up at a house
where we played a party they arrested a girl for
throwing a cigarette butt in the street. We have a
video tape of some cop billy clubbing this kid who was
dancing. It sounds like no big deal, you've seen it be-

fore, but this was really a mellow place. They had a
dance floor which was, like all friends having fun.
This was in Orlando, which isn't a big, violent place
and the cops just went nuts, they'd never seen people
dance like that before. Tliis one cop :really nailed this
guy and we got it on film.

Mike ; We're making a video documentary of the whole tour.

We're recording all of the shows and different things,
skating, etc,

GUILLOTINE : Where are you going to be playing after
here?

[

Mike ; Virginia Beach, tomorrow night, then we're going
to go back up north, New Bzrmswick, Stamford, Phila-
delphia, Boston, and hopefully make it up to Csuiada,
since three people don't have I.D. 's.

Brian: We've got that scammed out. We take the bus
over with all the equipment and stuff ajid then you
send over a private car with the other people looking
like, "Look, Mom, there's Ganadai".

Don; This one guy suggested that we don't go over with
our equipment at all and just borrow when we get there.

Bam Bam ; We'll need to rent a double bas^ set.

GUILLOTINE : Where in Canada are you planning to play?

Mike ; Montreal, Toronto and then later when we get in-
to the west, we're going to play Vancouyer and maybe
Victoria,

Bam Bam : I can't do that unless I can t^suke my high hat,
no way,

Don; If you take your equipment they majke you leave a
deposit to guarantee that you don't sell your stuff
for a way higher profit.
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Mike ; Yeah, Like $250.

Don ; Then they give it back to you in Canadian dollars.

We're gonna have problems no matter how you look at

it.

GUILLOTINE ; Do you have any other records out besides

your first E.P. and the two albums?

Bilan ; We're also on a few compilations like, Thrasher,

We've Got The Power , Rat Music For Rat People , the

new Thrasher and a few others.

GUILLOTINE ; What made you choose the name Jodio

FQst€?r's Army?

Don; I .iust thou^t about it one day when I was

watching television.

GUILLOTINE ; No special reason?

Don; Well, there's this story about how a big space-

ship came down auid shot this big neon thing into a

mountain that said JFA cind it made a mark and we saw

it, so we claimed it. ...Its more like a symbol as to

where America was at the time and the name fully fits.

It rilngs a bell in almost everyone's head. It makes

you think in a lot of ways. Some people think in
pictures and some people think in duplication, you

can think in a lot of different ways, but it clicks
in some way, like a symbol.

GUILLO':nNE ; Did you ever hear from Jodie Foster about

using her najne?

Don; She came out to L.A. to get her tonsils out

and she was supposed to meet us at a restaurant

because Rodney Bingenheimer, you know Rodney on

the ROQ »
gave her one of our records and she

liked it. That's what Rodney said, if you want

to believe anything he says. But, it never

worked out.

GUILIOTINE ; The song Baja , is that a cover song?

Don ; Baja was done by The Astronauts . They were

a Boulder surf band from back in the 1960's.

The other cover we do, Walk Don't Run , was by

The Ventures from 1964.

Brian ; Tell her about our new name?

Don ; Which one? We've got the new psychedelic

band which is Grilled Cheese Gut Diagonally.

-

Briari; And our other new name is Triantalla,

thci't's our Heavy Metal band and our new skate

band is Dudes, its got x's in between all the

initials.

Don ; We have 45-5 sets of 4/^ time songs. 45
songs ajid their played one second apart. It's
like 45 five second bursts.

GUILLOTINE ; What made you decide to use the

sujrf music from the '60's?

Don : It's like street skating and stuff. You
go cruising down a hill or on a street and
it"s really smooth and it sort of sounds like
thsit or feels like thsit, I don't know, I'm
one of those people who has tunes going on in
thejir head all the time. I do stiiff , like al-
ways, and it's impossible to turn it off.

It's like the kind of stuff you skate to.

GUILLOTINE ; A lot of your numbers are solely
instrumental.

Don : Well, some of the stuff doesn't really
need words. Like the surf stuff, you can yell
about surfing all day, but the flow is in the
music.

Brian ; That's why the Beach Boys suck. They
only fucking sid.m.

GUILLOTINE ; Where can you go surfing in Arizona?

Don: I'm from Huntington Beach. I went to the

Big Surf once, but they threw me out for
fighting. The Big Surf is sort of an arti-
ficial ocean with a wave and everything.

Brian ; Listen to this» I wrote tnis aooux JMew

York City and I drew this picture too......

The City is all that remains, lives live and
die, cars come and go, only monuments are
left intact.

Bam Baji ; Loid Mongo, ladies aiid gentlemen.

Brian; Well, that's the impression I got from New
York City.

Don; That's his poet naune, Loid Mongo.

GUILLOTINE ; How do you think the gig went?

Brian ; Great. The best one so far, I tiiink. No,
in fact. New York's a good town.

GUILLOTINE ; Who writes most of the music for the
bajid?

Don ; We all write different songs.

Brian ; I think I should take this moment to an-
nounce a particular point of interest to millions
of skateboarders and music lovers across the
country. Godammit, it's true! Now it's a mat-
ter of finding out after 3 yeai^. It's here for
you. Just send one dollar or more to P.O. Box
2433, Scotsdale, Arizona 82525.

GUILLOTINE ; This is the first time you're using
the casio. I noticed you didn't have one last
Summer when you played CB's. What made you de-
cide to use one?

Brian ; We jiist got it. It's funny, like finally
they're letting me play. They always ma.de fun
of me. They were always telling me, "You don't
have any rhythm". The motherfuckers finally let
me do it. Well, I've been playing a pretty long
time and I icrote this song,Death and Destruction
like two years ago ajid I worked it out. Tb.e

words are (singing) Death and Destruction will
follow you wherever you go. You have to say
that a bunch of times, but it's really a good
song. Of course, these guys can't piLay it yet.
I guess it's just too good for them or something.

GUILLOTINE ; Don't you feel funny sitting in the
comer off to one side when the rest of the band
are doing the instrumental numbers?

Brian ; Well, I used to, but I usioally look at
girls and stuff. I just don't want to stand up
there, so I just kind of disappear. I

GUILLOTINE ; Why don't you just play thb casio •

during the songs?

Brian ; They'd kill me. I have enough trouble
just staying on the stage. Bam doesn't like me
to jump around, so he always moves his drum set
as close to the edge of the stage as jpossible,
so I can fall on him and he can kick ke.

GUILLOTINE ; Is that true?

Don; Yeah.

GUILLOTINE ; Why?

Don ; I don't know. He's like a bat. You know,
bats don't have eyes. They have a sense of
hearing and feeling, but they can't see, so
they blindly go around in a maniacal way.
What Brian does is, he hits at my face , but
stops at the right moment before hitting me.
So, it's like he does have radar. He doesn't
quite always run into you, but he gets close,
though, within a fraction of an inch.

GUILLOTINE ; Yeah. I saw that you got smacked
In the Tace once.

Don: He got a concussion on stage in Albaq.uerque

.

GUILLOTINE ; Do you consider yourself a poet?

Brian ; I don't know. I'd like to be, I try to
be.
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Don ; Well either you are or you aren't,

Brian ; O.K. I guess I am, -

GUILLOTINE; What exactly is a skat© punk?

Brl^an .! I'll just say that not all skaters are
punks, not all punks are skaters, obviously.
The ones who are really cool are the hippy
guys who smoke too much pot and rip out
and do side grinds and hang out and smoke some
more pot.

Don : When we first started we played for our
friends and they were basically skaters. It's
like there was a void, just like when you skate
around on a ramp or a big pipe. You remember
what I said about the music in your head. No-
body was playing stiiff hard enough for that.
Well, that's what we tried to do, play to fill
in the void. Then they coined the thing skate
punk or skate rock and then I think a lot of
people got into it. It got real trendy for a-
while. There are still bands from all over the
place and they're filling the void. A lot of
people are playing the same stuff, but a lot
of, there are a few people aroimd who are
pla;/ing stuff that is -iifferent^ that needs to
be played. You know, really good skate music.
We played with a band in Florida, they didn't
even have guitars. They played just organs.
They had these organs i^th a guitar neck you
can interchange. They were good, -They played
hardcore. That was dJLfferent. It looked
fully Star Trek. You know the Big Boys, they
really iripped at it. You can really skate to
it. But, anythi.ng you can skate to is skate
rock. We skated those pipes that are on the
albLim cover. They're 25 foot pipes that go
a couple of miles into the ground. We skated
that to the theme from Rollerball, you know
the movi,e? You know, to just pipe organ music,
but even that's cool to skate to.

GUILLOTINE ; Is there anything else you want to
add?

Don ; Bow to no man. Be yourself.

Satan's Cheerleaders GANG GREEN
^

^^uw u J,u u b LiSTICS
GBGB's November 1984

Satan's Cheerleaders opened the afternoon's
festivities. Their set started out with a hint of
promise, but managed to drag itself out as the af-
ternoon wore on. The vocals were raw, with the
singer epileptically contorting his way across the
stage « The sound was heavy on the bass. Some-
where in the middle of the set the guiltar player
broke a string and not having a replacement,
continued without one. Some highlights of the set
included: Sex and Beer , Teenag;e Abortion and
What You See, I Don't Know . At times I have found
Satan's Cheerleaders approach both refreshing and
versatile, unfortunately this performance was
neither. Perhaps, they had an off day.

The next band on the bill was a Boston band,
Gang Green. Their line-up had changed dramatically
since This Is Boston, Not L.A . Their new guitar
player. Chuck, was originally with the Freeze
cind their bass player, whose name I didn't catch,
was announced as being related to Chuck. Wally
was introduced as the band's current drummer.
Unlike most Boston bands, Gang Green made it a
point to woo the New York audience. Throughout
their set, the singer stressed the teid's desire
to end the r1va.T-rv hptw^f^n f.h^ Mpt^. Vnr^lr onH T^^c^+^r.

scenes; At one point , the singer shouted, " Bos-
ton's straight edge , right?", while raising a can
of beer to his lips. At an earlier point he had
asked the audience what New York's favorite beer
was.

Gang Green gave a powerful and dynamic perfor-
mance, overshadowing their old, super sonic speed
with strong, heavy metal riffs and a more melodic
sound. The set was^ composed of mainly new material
including numbers from their recent E.P. (Sold Out
and Terrorize ) as well as unrecorded material
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('Never Too Youiig To Drink , Last GhaLnce , Drinking
Song and X Don't Knoy ), few numbers off of This
Ts Boston, Not L. A. were also thrown inj Rabies
and Kill A Commie . The old material was conside-
rably slower than the original versions. The
band also included two cover tunes in their set —
a Kiss song, whose title I mercifully don't know,
although the heavy metal kids enthusiastically
joined In on the vocals, and a driving version of
old Elton John tune, Crocodile Rock . Although
not ray favoiltes, musically they were excellent.
Their guitars included a Flying V, a Rich and for
the final number a Les Paul Gold Top was toted out.,

(This from a band that repeatedly stated, "We don't
play for money. We play for fun"). Bubbling with
enthusiasm, Gang Green needed little prodding to do
an encore. Whatever else can be said about Gang
Green, they gave one ass kicking, rip roaring set.

Ron Mike

I must admit, I was awaiting the Nihilistic 's

performance with some trepidation. After the last
two catastrophic performances I had witnessed, I

did not expect the pleasant surprise I was met
with. The band seemed quite sober, which made an
incredible Improvement on the sound they produced.

The Nihillstics opened up with a new number,
Touch Me , which Ron introduced as their "sell out"
number. "we sold out, man! " , he reiterated with
glee. I The song as pure rock 'n roll, complete
with a long instrumental Introduction. It was one
of the tightest , well-structuired numbers I have
ever hekrd the Nihillstics perform. It may in-
deed he their "sell out" number, but it was also
very good. During this number someone acquired
a platinum wig, which was donned by a number of
kids before Chris (guitar player) assumed propri-
ety over it which lasted for a few songs,

Duilng the early part of their set, the Nihill-
stics lampooned Gang Green ' 3 approach to the New
York audience. Their comments reminded me very
much of the biting wit characteristic of their
earlier days. Their set included enough popular
numbei-s to keep their fans happy

,
including: Low

Life, Your To Blame , Black Sheep, No More Mr. 9 to

J5 and a number of others. For a rare change,
there were no major foul ups with the equipment on
the part of the club or the band. In fact, the
set went rather smoothly until the enc ore when
typically, the plug was pulled on them. Chris was
tremendously annoyed by this , but to no avail.

Despite this final'^blow, the Nihillstics gave
the best performance I have seen them do in a long
time. And, yes there were even a few verbal bajrbs
thrown in for good measure.

by Wendy



TOKEN EWTRY
MAJOR CQMP

murphy's law

the Coventry November 1984

The Coventry was sparingly attended for their
re-opening show which featured three popular As-
toria hands: Gilligan's Revenge, Major Conflict
and Murphy's Law. The fact that there was a gig
in Brooklyn with Cause For Alarm and the Psychos
headlining may have had some "bearing on the num-
ber of people who showed up. This was my first
time at the Coventry. To actually reach the club,
one must first climb a set of stairs, halfway up
an admission fee is collected. At the top of the
stairs is a small bar which ran out of all but old
Milwaukee beer about two-thirds of the way throu^
the show. The club is divided in half by the
stairwell the right side features the stage
which is equivalent to the old A? stage. On both
sides 'v'^ trbles and chairs sporadically placed
for lot-ui^ing purposes, (For some reason , the de-
cor reminded me of an Italian restaurant).

The first band we arrivpd in time to catch was
Gilligan's Revenge , now sporting the psuedonym of
Token Entry. After the set I asked one of the
members why there was a name switch. He replied,
"Because we're no longer fourteen years old play-
ing A? for free". No comment!

Sooo. .Token Entry, then, opened up their
set with an old Led Zeppelin instrumental until
their singer, Tony, joined them. He appeared to
be his usual cranky self , scowling and holding
on to the mike stand, which rarely left his hand
throughout their entire performance. The band
was tight, incorporating a nmber of different
styles into a set which was bi^ on lenghty instru-
mentals. One number, Psycho , reminded me
strongly of the Faction's Beyond the Mirror. The
set concluded with their trademark, Astoria , which
wcis dedicated to Murphy's Law and Major Conflict.
For an encore they performed Good Lovin ' (What
show of Gilligan's Revenge a/k/a Token Entry
would be complete without it) and moved straight
into I'm A New York Hood (the theme song for the
bauid of the same najne).

There was a ten minute break before Major Con-
flic went on. This was the first time they were
playing without Billy (singer). Not too many
people expected the band to pull it off, since
they hadn't found a replacement singer yet. In
what might be considered a combination of bravado
and sheer desperation, Dito (lead guitar) in-

coporated the vocals into his repertoire. What
resulted was a stunning, scintillating performance

I wouldn't have missed for the world!

F.verv once in a rare while a band gives a per-

formance that literally leaves you awestruck.
This was such a moment ! Dito was a dynamo of im-
mense energy, constantly mobile , wailing on his
guitar and belting out the songs in a way that
left us dead in our tracks. Not since Jake Bums
sang for Stiff Little Fingers, in their early days,
have I had both the privilege and the pleasure of
hearing such incredible vocals

, particularly
during a live performance. Major Conflj.ct hela
us spellbound through such gems as: Stand By Your
Guns, Normal , Stand Tall , Not Just A Song and
concluding with If The Kids Were United. Through-
out the set, Dito literally glowed with pure
energy, dwarfing the small stage with his pres-
ence. If anyone ever thought that Billy's leav-
ing Major Conflict would lead to the band's de-
mise, their first show without him refuted any
such ideas. In fact, it might be ScLLjd, that
Major Conflict did not truly come alLlve until
the show at the Coventry. I'm only glad that I
was there to witness it!

The captivating performance of Major Conflict
was followed by the more earthy, good humour of
Murphy's Law. As usual, Jimmy Gestapo led us
through his vaudevillian bag of tricks in between
their set. The light hearted soxmdg} of Murjny's
Law was the finishing touch to a great evening.

by Wendy
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D. 0.

A

. members present during the interview: Joey
"Shithead" Keighley (vocals)

| Wimpy Roy
(bass), Greg James (drums) SLiid Jan (^Brian's girl-
friend)

GUI LLQTIilE interviewers are: Wendy and Goph

GUILIOTINE ; Regarding your Bum It Down k3, were
the proceeds able to help the Vancouver 5 de-
fense fund?

Joey « A bit, I think. At least $2,500 went
for their defense fund-

GUI LLOTINE : How is. the situation progressing
with them, right now?

Joey: Well, I'm not really sure how much I'm sup-
posed to spill. As far as the trial goes, Jerry
Hannah and Julie Belmas have pleaded guilty to
the charges.

Jan : And the other three are carrying on*.

Joey : YeaJi. The other three are going to go
through with the whole rigamorole.

GUILLOnNE ; Do you know why Jerry and Julie
pleaded guilty?

Joey; I think basically because there was a
bunch of evidence compiled against them, a
whole mountain gathered in many different ways,
both illegal and otherwise. It was all agreed
upon as being admissable evidence and it seemed
they were going to be nailed, anyway. So,
they decided this way the time they were in
prison would be added up as paxt of their sen-
tence, I was called as a chaiucter witness for
Jerry just the other day. I think now it's up
to the mercy of the courts, so I don't think
there'll be much mercy at all. Other than
that, the overall result is, other than their
personal plight which I find very tragic, is a
pretty powerful result. It got people thinking
about the issues involved which was what it was
supposed to do. The Vancouver 5, it was actu-
ally de facto, we just did our bit and helped
them on,

GUILLOTINE: Can you tell us something about the
story behind Genei^l Strike ?

Joey: Our situation last Fa.ll in British Colum-
bia was basically this... The government tried
to gj.ve the thumb screws to anyone who wasn't

well off in the pro-vince and there was actually
a real groundswell of resistance from quite a
lot of different factions . One was called Op-
eration Solidarity which represented all the
labor unions and there was the Solidarity Coali-
tion which represented all the minority groups
and basically anybody who didn't have an um-
brella of the union to even protect theF from
the very responsible legislation that they had.
There were cut backs on any rent control, remo-
val of rent support and the list went on and on.
This is still an ongoing problem today. The
situation got very aggramted by the seriousness^
of the threat of a General Strike in the province
and the reason we did General Strike was a reac-
tion to this. General Strike never actually
materialized, but the idea was to have a complete
shutdown of labor and more than anything was to
get rid of the government within, but it never
actually went the way I think it should have. It
ended up with a sort of milk toast compromise
on the t3art of the labor guys. The labor leaders

folded their best hands back, basically, as far
as the opposition goes.

GUILLOTINE I I read in the paper the other day
that in Canada a law was being passed stating
that any act that hinted of perversion would be
considered a criminal act within the state.

Joey : I don't think it's been passed yet, I donH
see how the government could try and institute
a law like that, because they'd be the first
people who would be thrown in prison.
That wouldn ' t be just.

GUILLOTINE ; Very little is just in this world.

Roy : That's how it is with any government.

Joe^: Well, yeah, but we're not going to cry over
spilt milk.

Roy : I don't think it's going to be passed,
though , because perversion is a very debatable
subject. Kow is the government and the courts
supposed to decide what is and what isn't per-
verse.

GUILLOTINE : Have you written any new songs since
Bum It Down?

Joey : Not in the last couple of months , We've
been travelling, but we* re working on it. I
alwaj^ take awhile for a song to come into full
bloom , shall I say.

GUILLOTINE : So you've been on tour?

Joey : Yeah, about three months

o

GUILLOTINE ; Where have you played?

Jpej: We've played all across Canada, two months
in Europe including England, Germany, Holland,
Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia and Denmark.

GUILLOTINE ; How well were you received?

Joey : Well, there's a good chance of going back
early next year.
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GUILLOTINE ; What was Yugoslavia like?

Joey ; It was great.

We played a few shows there. Each show
brought out about 1,500 people and they were
really nice. They opened the doors at 8.

They're all out Just to really have a good time,
not all fucked up on fashion trips or stuff
like that. They seemed to be pretty open-minded
as an audience, really appreciative of our ef:-

fort of coming all the way over there.

GUILLOTINE ; Were there any places you particu-
larly liked playing?

Ro£ : I really liked Holland, I had a really fun
time at Amsterdam. It's really liberal. There's
a bunch of squatters there and dope is pretty
much legal and everything like that. It seems
to be a much freer place compared to the U.S.
and Canada.

GUILLOTINE I Did you make any money from the tour?

Roy : No. We lost, but we didn't lose a lot
or <aiiything.

Joey ; We want to lose money. No, you really
can't call it a loss in terms of dollars that
you laid out on something, because you make
it up in record sales and in future trips, hope-
fully, if everything went well.

GUILLOTINE ; Was this the first time you played
overseas?

Joey ; No, we played in Britain before, just a
few gigs in London.

GUILIX)TINE ; As fax as your records, are you plan-
ning on re-releasing any of your old ones?

Joey ; They've been re-released as far as Bloodied
But Unbowed , but I don*t think you'll, see Some-
thing Better Change or any of .the old singles
again, as far as I'm concerned.

GUILLOTINE ! So, what are your plans from here?

Joe^r: After this we're gonna play Boston, then
Chicago, and I'd say maybe about seven or eight
more shows and then we're gonna re-think our
strategy.

GUILLOTINE ; What about putting out some new mate-
rial?

Joey ; We've got a ceirbain amount of material
ready already.

GUILK)TINE ; Do you all write the lyrics?

Roy : Well, we all agi^e on them. We don't all
necessarily write them. This is something we
have to try to work on, putting our ideas to-
gether, as far as lyrics go,

GUILLOTINE ; What is the political situation like
in Vancouver right now?

Roy ; Pretty bad.

GUILLCTINE ; Has the situation with the Vancouver
5 made it difficult for you to play?

Ro;jr: Actually we've been left alone totally, as
far as harrassment goes. I think we're a little
high profile for them to pull some cheap trick
on us, but I could be wrong,

Jan; But, they're definitely not satisfied with
just putting the Vancouver 5 away. They want to
get everybody who is a threat to their system,

GUILLOTINE ; Is there anything you feel you can do
about this?

E2X' We're tr-yiLng to broaden ovac audience, to
reach people who aren't necessarily radicals,
We Wimt to make them more aware, to reach a broad
spectrum and get them to be informed of what is
happening, what the conse<^uences are.

THE PSYCHOS
Rand members present were: Billy Psycho (drums) ^ Stu
ffsycho (guitar) and Rob (formerly of Bitter Uproiir -
Vocals),

Guillotine interviewers were: Wendy and Goph

GUILLOTINE: How long has the band been together?

Billy: About two years, but with the same 11ne-u|).

lUILLOTINE ; What was the original line-up?

liliZ* Billy Psycho and Stu Psycho. Stu started It
a long time ago and we've just been through a lot
of people. Roger. Steve Reber used to play with
us.

GUILLOTINE: How long has this line-up been together?

ilUilJ The line-up with Billy Milano (bass) and Hob
(vocals) has been together about two months. So, we're
still getting tight. Rob actually has been singing
with us for about three months and Billy Milano a-
bout two months. He just replaced Roger. Everyone
can be replaced.

Stu: Yeah. Roger claimed that we threw him out of the
band,. It's fucked up. It wasn't a matter of our
throwing him out of the band. It was a matter of his
being more demoted to Agnostic Front. He couldn't
devote his time to us. He couldn't make rehearsals,
and so forth. We had to get rid of him because we
want to go on, too, you know.

GUILLOTIINE: Since this new line-up, do you feel that
you have progressed any?

MUL' Yeah, more or less. It's just a matter of get-
ting tight with new people In the band. The sound
IS a lot better and we've got two new songs already.
We ve just been accepted for a new Big City record
compilation. One Big Crowd,

Rob.: Yeah. We're gonna come out with an album, too.

Mlhj We're working on it independentTy on our own.
GUILLOTINE : Who writes the material?

BlUx: Stu. does. I've written a little bit. A couple
of new songs were written by our new bass player.

GUILLOTINE : What are some of the songs about?

Stu.: Qne^VoiGfi, that's a unity song. That's about how
we re all trying hard to express ourselves, but we're
all in the same boat. So we shouldn't fight amongst
ourselves. We should all try to get along as best as
possible,

GUILLQJINE: In that context what do you have to say about
the skins versus the peace punks?

Stu^: Well, I think anybody is wrong to criticize anybody
else. It's up to the individual to decide for himself.
So for the peace punks :to strike out at the skins be-
cause they believe something or the skins to do vice
versa, it's wrong. It's wrong to give anybody negative
publicity. ^ ^ ^

BjJMy: Peace punks are hypocrites, 1 think. They fight
amongst each other and they preach a lot of Shit, They
fight just like anybody else,

Rob: They go around saying how they don't eat meat, then
they go out and buy brand new leather jackets. That's
what really gets me sick.

Biljj^: But also they talk in terms of peace and I've seen
them fighting more than the skins, sometimes.

Rob: I think they're a bunch of weirdos anvway.

Stu: What If their hair was short? They think a lot of
the same things anyway.

Billx: I think the whole thing is a lot of bullshit.
They don»t really know what their talking about. Their
lust modern day hippies.
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Rob : They say all this crap about the Crass commune. Cru-

cifix went over there and they had to leave. They

couldn't take it.

GUILLOTINE : What about some of your other songs?

Stu: Barriers is about people who put up walls and put

up shields against other things, they refuse to keep an

open mind. It's the same thing about skinheads and

people with long hair. They look around and if they

don't look the way they do, they criticize them. They

look at what sodiety does and that's what's fucked up

about it.

GUILLOTINE : It's how society conditions you. Do you write

the music, too?

Stu : Yeah. Some of the songs in our old line-up, Steve

wrote the lyrics and I wrote all of the music. I always

write the music. The old songs that we still do, the

lyrics are mine, but now we' re col laborating mo re.

GUILLOTINE: (to Rob) Have you written anything yet?

Rob : Yeah. I'm just finishing a song. It's about people

fucking you up for the way you look and dress,

Stu: We write songs mostly about how ignorant people are.

GUILLOTINE : So, then , you would say the stuff you write

is more about personal things than politically ori-

ented?

Stjj_: Socially political, maybe.

Bi Uy : We've got one song against nuclear war. It's

called Before . It's about, you know, don't you wish

you had a chance to shout before it happened. It's

bound to happen sooner or later and people should

speak up before it's too late.

GUILLOTINE : What do you think can be done about it?

Stu : I was at the die-in. There was a nuclear protest
at the Port Authority building. It got a lot of media
coverage, CBS and ABC were there. Everybody just

got together and we all decided that at a certain time

we were al 1 going to simulate death and fall down to

the ground as if it were a nuclear war. It was shown

on TV that night. This was at the beginning of the

summer. So, that was doing something.

Bi 1 ly : I don't hink people should preach too much about
nuclear war, bu they should be aware of it.

Stu : Everybody knows about it. My view is , I don' t want
to die by the government's hand. I don't want them to

decide how I'm gonna die. I want to die of old age,
natural causes. I don't want to die from radiation.

Rob: Can I kill you with natural causes?

Stu : Look at al 1 of those people who died in Nepal , India

from that Union Carbide bullshit. Over 1 ,000 people
died and the funny thing is that none of the Union Car-

bide workers died. It was only the peopl e outsi de the

plant. They said the wind carried the gas away from

the plant and all those people are dead now and they've
got nothing to say.

GUILLOTINE : It could happen here too.

Rob : Whyd did you write that anti-Pacman song?

Stu : I wrote that because I was against the brainwashing
process of video games . People get obsessed with it

and they don' t real i ze the money they're putting into it

and that money could be put to better use. If you like

video games, save up enough quarters to buy your own
machine and hook it up to your TV, instead of putting
quarter after quarter into the machine. You know these
guys who make the machi nes are 1 aughing.

Rob : I was talking to this one guy and he puts $30 aside
a week for pinbal 1

.

Stu : You know, we all have to use money, there' s no getting
around that, but you mi ght as well use it for something
to benefit yoursel f . If you keep putting in quarter
after quarter, you ' ve got nothing to show for it.

GUILLOTINE : I think it's pretty sad that people have money
to waste like that when other people are starving.

Rob ; If you* re wondering, I don't break mike stands on

purpose. It iust happens. I do it every show. It's

just that I lose control on stage. Next,.

GUILLOTINE : Last summer you were doing a lot of covers.

Are you still doing them?

Stu : No. The only cover songs we do now are Peter Gunn

and Summertime Blues, but we're dropping them, because

we're in the process of writing all new stuff, now.

Billy ; We just did them for fun anyway.

Rob : We're gonna get real serious now. I think we can

be a lot more than just a joke band.

Billy; We want to start going places.

Rob ; We want to make the album and go on toui hope-

fully by next summer.

GUILLOTINE: Where are all of you from?

Rob: Billy Milano is from New Jersey, that's why he

couldn't make it tonight, and I'm one of the Astoria

"boys.

Billy ; Me and Stu are from Brooklyn, U.S. A We're the

Brooklyn boys

.

GUILLOTINE: How do you feel about the letter that was

printed in Maximum Hock 'N Roll?

Rob : I don't understand who these guys think they are

saying all this shit, Especiaaiy saying that about

John Nordquist?

Billy : He was a friend of mine and he was really cool

and you know the people who wrote that lett€>r didn*t

even know him personally.

Rob : I don't understand why they put down Agnostic

Front. They don't seem like nazis to me. I mean

Roger's Cuban. I don't see why he'd want to be a

nazi, and besides if you look at the lyrics they're

not nazis. Just because they're a skinhead band

all these peace punks think they're nazis, maybe a

few skins are, but most of them aren't.

GUILLOTINE ; What do you feel can be done about idiat

was printed?

Billy; First of all, they already believe what's been

written in the past. In the past a lot of bad things

have been written against New York,

Rob ; It 's only one person's opinion,

Billy ; I just can' t believe that a magazine that goes

all over the world could write things so

one place, and it effects the scene here
bad about
bfiycause

lot of people will read it and believe it and they

don't even know what's going on.

Rob I And it hurts the bands when they want to go on

tour. Like we can't play Boston, because they

think New York kids are nazis up there.

Billy; I've been working on setting up a lot of shows

like in Boston, Connecticut and Hhode Island.

There ' s a club in Providence that's booking shows.

So, between that and Stu knows the owner of Maxwell's

in Hoboken and I want to maybe try something there

and there's a lot of other places I know. Corrosion

of Conformity, the Outpatients and Suicidal Tenden-

cies have asked us to play with them. Right now

it's a question of equipment and transportati on

and the fact of publicity and being- known. Like by

the time a band goes on tour, a lot of people

haven ' t heard of them and when you play they don't

come inside. They're not gonna pay $5 to see a

band they don't know.
'

GUILLOTINE ; That happens to bands that come here, like

when White Gross played. Everyone just ignored them

and they were really good,

Billy : I thought that they were a good banji. We

played with them once a long time ago at; A7»

GUILLOTINE ; So you haven't played anywtiere outside of

New York?

Rob: We played the Half Crown out in Baldwin , Long Is-

land and the Coventry in r^ueens. That ' s where I

blew up. They only had a PA for the vocals.

Stu: It was awful. You couldn't hear anything. They

rented a PA for $200 so the bands only got paid $15
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"or fAb each and th%
up.

our oass player pick it

GUILIX)TINE ; Were there, many people at the show?

Billy s Maybe about 75. people^ tops.

GUILLOTINE ; Would you play there again?

Billy ; We're supposed to.

Rob; We'll play if they have a decent PA and if they
can guarantee us a little more than $30. They didn't
even thank us for picking up the PA last time.

Stu i: We'll play If It's more organized.

Billy ; The same thing happened at the Half Crown.
There was no PA, but we tried to make the best of it.
There wetre about a 150 people at $^ a head and they
tried to give us $60 and we were originally supposed
to headline and instead G.F.A, did. So you know,
2)ands get screwed around a Itc by a lot of different
places.

GUILIOTINE ; So what are your plans for the future?

Billy > Well, we've got this release coming out on Big
City, probably around March or April. Then, we're
gonna work on our own LP and then after all that
comes out, hopefully by next summer, we'll be going
on tour, you know, out to California and back.

Dear GUILLOTINE;

I've been waiting and waiting and waiting and
waiting for issue no. 8 to come out, but it's no-
where in sight; so I finally decided to write to
you, because that's probably all you need to com-
plete the issue (ha-ha).

First of all, let me congratulate you on the
best mag around. Keep it up!!

Secondly, I am sending you a* couple of my own
cartoons, reviews and photos. Use what, you can
and need.

Also I'd like to get a letter from you, hope-
fully describing GUILLOTINE'S history and the oc-
cupations and interests (outside of the magazine)
of it's staff. Does anyone play in a band? What
are your political ideas and view? Plus, I'd like
to get some of the back issues of GUILLOTINE -
how much would it cost?

NEWS - NEWS - NEWS - NEWS - NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

Well, you live In New York, you know, what '

s

going on ...The so called anarchic punk scene
sucks ...of all the clubs only CB's regularly
books hardcore. A couple of Brooklyn clubs went
down the drain after single gigs. Partly, actual-
ly mostly, it's a fault of the participants. like
in the V.I. P. room, the singer for the Hellbent
broke a water pipe. In the Mad Club there were
so many fights that the owner pulled the plug
early (most of them among the girls). Fortunate-
ly, the shows at GBOB's usually run smoothly, non-
violently and hopefully will last forever. ( I
wish that they would stop price increases, though,
now $5).

N.Y.P.D. , Satan's Cheer-MY FATHER'S PLAGE ;

leaders, Nihilistics

N.Y.P.D. is a local band from Long Island.
They played, because Murphy's Law who were sched-
uled to play did not show up. Well, what can I
say about N.Y.P.D. ..it is a young, unconvincing,
pretentious, boring group... and it gets minus 2
on the scale from 1 to 10.

Satan's Cheerleaders, in my opinion, is the
best, most original new band. I've seen them
on March IX at HP'?- i-^i+b Go-Z'-r-.nv- 't Issue and they
blew me aTajo Alter 1 "bougrrG, tnexT tape and read

Thanks for readj.ng smd hope to

the lyrics, I liked them even more. Is that pos-
sible? Their intelligent use of figurative
language - i.e. metaphors, symbols, allegory in
conjunction with interesting musical findings
in rhythm and tempo give their songs... give them
distinctive. ..O.K. O.K... They are simply great.
I just hope they will be around for awhile.

The Nihilistics, who were being taped for the
video that night, were really good — fast, tight,
not too drunk. But there was something missing,
their attitude was unusually quiet, passive, they

"

looked tired. A couple of times Ron asked for

mlli'^^t:
"^^^^i^^®^ Atlantic's interest in theNihilistics, as the thin crowd of people. 70^cf which could not pronounce N-i-h-i!l?i!s-t 1 n .

word NihiUsm, was fighting the yawning.
Mike looked indifferent, he was stranding mostly

^itt^^^
^^^^nce. every now afd then"^spitting the beer on a couple of slammers. A«ain

ver^Lo^w'^^'
musically the Nihilistlcsl^^edvery good, but missing the character, the atmosJPhere. The show lacked the spark of ang^r th^tcharacterized the Nihilistic ^ws.

^
O.K., that's it.

hear from you soon.

KS. I've been living in the U.S.A. for 4 vears <5o

FL'^now^^^ nn'^"^ ^-^^-^ orXsia!

ItfwL^ political system-theory has

^vf+ T.^^^""^^
compared to the Soviet Communistsystem. Democracy is a perfection.

^^sx

Sinceirely yours,

Gary Gtoldstein

GUILLOTINE:

u^Sr^^Tj'"'^'^ ^ ^^^"^^^ ^^^^ P^^^try somewhere.
When I looked at your latest issue, I noticed you

^ .n^!^^''®^''^ i^^*- ^^^^^^is (a mentorof sorts) suggested I send something to fanzines.
When I mentioned GUILWnNE , he raised his eye-brows and hinted that you might not think it "hard-core enough". I decided to abandon this thoug:ht
and stick with a positive attitude. Besides /in
the front of your publication you don't say "hiird-core material only" next to your address. And Ialways sort of thought that the idea of punk is to

aiinded and expressive, not cdnfoiming
within a self-chosen minority, if you know what
I mean... So, I'm sending you this poem and I hope
what you could be so kind as to pidnt it in your
next issue, whenever it is.

Thanks for listening,

Katy Marshall

GUILT

There are corpses under my bed.

Applying makeup
1 see them from the mirror-
singed brown skin,
suffocated expressions
run me through.

i cannot bear to watch that TV channel.
Children, T
with Express!onistic bodies,
cry into the camera,
reproach into my eyes,

Katy Marshall
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YOUTH BRIGADE
(GUILLOTTNE interviewers: Wendy, Goph (indy) and

Donny

Youth Brigade are: Shawn Stem (vocals & guitar),

Mark Stem (dru:.^) and Adam Stem (bass)

GUILLOTINE ; You put out two different Sound & Fury

LP '3 with the second pressing containing a

number of different cuts than the first press-

ing. Why didn't you just wait and put out an-

other allDum using a different title?

Shawn: First of all, Sound & Fury was our debut

album. The first version was recorded real

quickly, rushed together for our first tour in

1982. It was recorded in a lousy studio, the

production was poor, they were old songs and

we had only been a 3 piece for a few months*

The newer songs were better ones and we weren't

happy with the overall thing. It came out af-

ter we had already been on the road a week or

two. I mean we didn't even have any copies.

When we got* to sit down and listen to it we

thought that it sucked. So we decided to stop

the pressing of it at 800 and then when we got

back we wrote a bunch of new songs and went in-

to a good studio and recorded it. We didn't

want the first version to be considered our

debut album. We wanted this to be considered

our debut album.

GUILLOTINE : You said that you were only a three

piece for a few months at that time. What

were you before that?

Shawn ; We were a six piece. We started out in

the late Summer of I98O as a six piece with

two guys singing up front, I was singing and

playing guitar with another guitar player and

everyone was singing. We broke up after about

a year because the singers up front didn't
really have their hearts in it.

GUILLOTINE; Was the band using the same name

back then?

Shawn : Yeah,

GUILLOTINE : When did you first start playing

punk?

Mark; When the Sex Pistols played San Francisco^

Shawn and I started buying records and going

to shows. We were playing in a band called
Mouse then and we met this girl who was living

in the Canterbury. That's where all the punks

lived then. That was back when there were
about 75 punks. She knew this guy who was

looking for a band. This was when everyone

like and the GoGo's were living in the Gan-

terbijDdy and right across the street from it
was the only club called the Masque. So,

you know, the same 75 people went there . So,
,we decided to get this person in the band since
he knew everybody already. We played the

Masque and the Whiskey and started doing after-
noon shows and then wb changed our name to The
Extremes , that was me and Shawn and this guy
Jay Lansford, who plays with Channel 3 now .

He played in the Simpletones . He ' 11 probably
kill me for this, but yeah he was the original
ba,ss player in the Extremes . It was a good
band in the beginning and then he left or we
kl.cked him out or something. We were looking
for a bass player and couldn't get one, so we
ended up with this guy who played synthesizer
and turned it into our damage band and it
started getting obnoxious. This went on for

Shawn Mark
about a year and then Shawn quit and I stuck it
out for about four more months and then I quit.
Then we weren't doing anything for awhile and
after that we started Youth Brigade #

JJILLOTINE: When was that?

Mark ; In, 1980. It smarted as a swing band and
was called Swinging Skins (SS) Brigade, We put
an ad in the paper and all these horn players
showed up. We lived in this house we called
Skinhead Manor and it had this big stage in the
living room where we used to do rehearsals and
these guys would come up and read chaxts and
everything and we would fake it. It sounded
real good for awhile, but not good enough. There
were about eight or ten guys in the band then.
So then we just started up Youth Brigade with
a bunch of people frcm the house. Like every-
one who lived there was in the bauid.

GUILLOTINE ; This is quite a change from a swing
band.

Mark ; Well, what we originally had in mind was
something like Madness .

GUILLOTINE ; Do you find it easier or more diffi-
cult playing as members of the same family?

Adam ; Well, it's easier in some wavs , because we
sometimes get into these huge arguments, where
if you were just in a band and some guy got in-
to the kind of arguments we do, I would have
walked out long ago. But, you know, we're
brothers so we don't take each other so .

seriously.

GUILLOTINE : Do you feel that you are handicapped
in any way by being a three piece band?

Shawn ; Yeah. I mean you can ' t move around as
much, but I think we ' ve gotten over it, I
think it's worked out pretty well.

Mark ; It's no problem in the studio, but on the
stage if you go to do leads it's kind of tough,
because then everything sort of drops out.
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We ' v?Teen^Ef!3SHn^aBoi^^
guitai: player. We have a little brother who's
learning how to play guitar, maybe he'll be the
one we're looking for,

Shawn : But it's only just a thought right now,

GUILLOTINE : So, you're going to be playing Europe
next. Where will you be playing?

Shawn ; England, Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain,
France, Yugoslavia and Poland, possibly Norway,
Sweden and Denmark, as well.

GUILLOTINE ; Do you have everything set up then?

Shawn s Everything's set to the end of October
in all of those countries except the Scandi-
navian ones and we hope to set that up once we
get over there.

GUILIX)TINE ; Is this the first time you'll be
going overseas?

Shawn ; Yeah.

GUILLOTINS i Will you be taking your equipment
with you?

Shawn s No, just our guitars. The rest will have
to be rented.

GUILLOTINE S Did you have any trouble getting a
visa to go overseas?

Adam s We don't have any.

Mark : We're just going over as students and
shipping our guitars and then we're just walk-
ing in. It won't be too hard,

Adam : It's a rip-off. It costs about $160 per
person to get a working permit. You've got to
join the musicians union.

Mark s The thing is though, it would probably be
easier for las since were Canadians and it's
part of the Commonwealth and all that.

Adam s Yeah, but you still have to be in the union
to be able to play,

Mark s I mean like going over the border and stuff
like that. I think we're gonna have the distri-
butor ship the guitars over, but I don't know
for sure. I think we're gonna have to put them
on a different plane.

GUILIOTINE s Since you're Canadian, do you have
any trouble crossing between the two borders?

Mark: Even if you are a Canadian citizen they
give you a hard time if you bring your equip-
ment over there. The want to make sure that
you don't sell it for a lot of money. Co, we

get this thing which we pay $100 for and they
itemize all of our equipment . It's a big com-
pany, so basically they're vouching that we're
not going to sell it. You lose the $100, but
then you don't have any problems crossing over
the border. When we go into Canada they just
say, "Have a nice dayi They don't bother us.
That's why when we go up we like to take a lot
of t-shirts and records, because we don't have
to pay any customs on them. When we come back
into America, it sucks. They make a whole big
deal, they search us. The last time I came over
the border, the guy was an asshole. When we came
from Winnepeg and were going to Minneapolis
through North Dakota, a couple of weeks ago, we
almost got arrested, sent back to Canada. They
were going to hold our van until immigration
came down. We got held up for four hours.

GUILLOTINE; Why?

Marks We have green cards so we can work in the
States and they didn't bring theirs and Shawn
lost mine, so we said o.k. So, when we came
down since we have California plates, we said

let's say we're Americans. And when we filled
out the form me and Adam put down Americans and
Shawn put down Canadian and they said "How come
you're Canadian and your brothers are American?".
They came down on us and said we'd comitted a

'

federal offense. It started to get a bit ridi-
culous. You know, you mairk the wrong box and
they arrest you. It was kind of like Monty Py-
thon. I ended up saying, "I'm half asleep, I
didn't know what I was doing. I lived in L.A.
so long, I could be a citizen", I just gave him
a whole lot of shit and then the immigration man
came down and he was a real redneck. Then a cop
pulled up and we thought for sure we were going
to jail. They just talked to Shawn.

Adams Shawn's story, if you ask him, is if they
ask us what citizenship we are, don't lie. But.
that's bullshit.

*

GUILLOTINE ; Did they fine you or anything?

|fe£ks No, they just let us go. The guy. just
yelled at us, "Get your van and get the fuck out
of here".

MnfiS.S21§ Mlmt'^s happening with the Better Youth
Organization (byO) right now?

Shawns Well, we just put out 5 new records and a
compilation. The Seven Seconds L. P, , the Stretch
Marks L.P. , our new seven inch and we licensed
the Unwanted from Canada. We're going to be
licensing Upright Citizens, plus a lot of new
bands once we get over there.

GUILLOTIITE ; How would you describe the BYO?

Shawn : Well, basically it's an organization de-
voted to promoting the positive aspects of the
whatever you want to call it punk scene, alterna-
tive underground, instead of the negative aspects
the media are always portraying.

GUILLOTINE ; Do you do anything besides put out re-
cords?

Shawns We used to put on shows , but it was too
much of a pain. We started a booking agency.
We started a magazine which we called Generation ,

we got one issue out. It was too unorganized, so
we put it in hibernation and will possibly try
again next year.

GUILLOTINE ; Is the organization still going
strong?

j

Shawn ; Oh yeah, better than ever,

GUILLOTINE ; I know several other chapters started
up...

Shawn; Well, those chapters were not really legal
chapters. They were friends of mine that thought
it might be a good idea to get this started all
over. Then, someone said why don't we start a
chapter. But, we really had no contrbl over it
and you know we're trying really hard to get our
name a good name for punk and then when things
go wrong it can very easily get us in trouble and
that's why we weren't too happy about [the chap-
ters. We could legally be held responsible if
something happened and somebody got hurt at a
show.

GUILLOTINE;
tour?

You're just coming off of a national

Shawns We've been touring about a month, the West
Coast, Canada and the Mid-West.

GUILLOTINE s What's your impression of tfie way
the Punk movement is around the country?

Shawn s Its kind of leveled off, its still there.

GUILLOOTE! How do you see it developing?

Shawns As far as I can see, it^s sort of getting
in a rut.
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Mark ; The scene is growing, but the attitudes are

7JI LLCTINE; Who writes most of your songs?

Jhawn: Well, I write the lyrics or I'll set down
vhe juitar parts or we'll just work it out to-
gether. We've been doing that more and more,
lately. It used to be where I'd write the stuff,
ohen they wrote their own parts.

^-'JILLOTINE ; Why are so many songs on the first
piressing of the Sound and Fury about violence?

Adam ; Well, like with Full Force , Lhat song is

about just when everyone used to just hang out

and get crazy, ba»ck when the Huntington Beach

punks used to hang around, that's more what the

song is about. Some of the other songs may be

about -violence g but they're not pro- violence,

Mark t Basically, they just ask why there is so

much ^/iolence. What are you fighting for? We

kind of got sick with the kids in L, A. fighting
;^rith each other, like twenty guys beating up
one, closing clubs down and shit like that.

Adam ; That's basically why there aren't any clubs

to play in L.A,

GUILLOTINE ; Are you still having problems with

the cops down there?

Mark: Not as much as they used to. When the

Olympics was there, we thought it would be twice

as bad as it used to be, but they were o,k,

Adam ; There hasn't been too much trouble since the
last Dead Kennedy's show. Then there was a big
riot«

Mark : The last big one was about a year ago. It

was a hall that held about 2,500 people and 4,000
people showed up amd they tried to cram every-
body in,

GUILLOTINE ; Was that the show with the Exploited?

Mark ; No, we promoted that show. That was the

worst riot,

Adam ; That one was bad. There must have been

about 5 or 6 different districts of cops , about
70 cars and 150 cops. They just beat the fuck
out of anybody they saw. We were leaving in the
van and cops were just marching like S. S. and we
go, "We're leaving", and they just started...
They broke the wj.ndshield and hit Shawn in the

head, they broke the headlights and that was fun,

Mark ; They blocked off the whole area within a
ten block radius. So, people who got into their
cars, they'd just pull them out and start beat-
ing them up on the streets,

Adam: People who went into restaurants, they'd
just pull them out and start bsating them. Girls,
espv'-'ially girls -r^o had high heels, they couldn't
run cmd they'd fall and just start beating them,

Mark ; Some cops got nailed. But, when the cops
came, we were on stage and we were singing some-

thing. All the p-unks were just running in the

streets, smashing windows and singing Running

Down the Back Streets (Cockney Rejects song -ed,

)

They did about $60,000 worth of damage,

GUILLOTINE; I heard that there were some deals be-
ing made with the cops to back off when there
would be a gig or something, that unless there
was some kind of real trouble they wouldn't do

anything.

Mark: Well, where they have the gigs now are
really legitimate places, so there ' s no problem
with the cops because they're concerts. One

place sold out and the fire department came down
and tried to find a reason to close the place,
but there wasn't one.

Adam ; I think the reason why they don't come down
so much now is that the cops are more used to it,
they don't hassle us so much, you know, because
before it was such a shock to them, it was so

chaotic. Like when we used to promote shows

,

the whole place used to get trashed. We just
would let the whole thing go , because there
would be nothing we could do. We'd have kids
working as bouncers and everyone would get
trashed. There wasn't much you could do.

Mark; Now with the Golden Boys , they run it, but
you know, they' ve got the big bouncers. They're
not bad now, they won't beat up on people the
majority of the time.

GUILLOTINE ; On your first Sound and Fury you have
the song Treachery. Was that directed against
any particular British bajxd or just B;citish
bands in general?

Mark ; Just in general . It's about the bands who
come over here. like when we played with the
Angelic Upstarts at the Wliiskey and they made
us set up in front of the drumrise andJ then we
said they could stay at our house and they came
over and took advantage of the situation. They
just came over with a bad attitude. See like
in L,A. the bigger shows are the ones with Eng-
lish bands and when they come over. ..Take Peter
and the Test Tube Babies, for example. The song
was written before they came out, but it's a
good example. They came out and we plkyed with
them and they were trying to make us set up in
front of the tall boys or else they said they
wouldn ' t play. So, finally we went through all
this crap and we got the riser, big deal. They
got all this food and booze and you know we're
friends with evBryone and we're going on stage,
and we go, you know, can we have a couple of"

beers , we're going on stage. They said, "No,
we've only got enough for ourselves".

Adam ; Real attitudes. They wouldn't even let
anyone on their side. You know, when you walked
down the aisle, down the stairs to the left was
all for the Addicts and the Test Tube Babies arid
the right was for the other beinds.
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Aa,Tk i There were over 3,600 people there and
what they did was fly from England straight to
L. A. and that :ras their first show in America.

Adam ; They did this show and right away their
heads got big. They figured that, well, 3,600
people came to see them, that they were huge.
The fact is that the kids don't go out just to
see the English bands. The half of it is, be-
cause it's just such a big event. People like
going to the big shows. The opening bands also
have a lot to do with it, I mean we're not an
opening band, we played second bill to them and
we've got lots to do with the draw. It's just
the way the whole package is put together that
brings in lots of people. Then they did a show a
few days later at this place that holds about 500
people and it was on a Tuesday night and about
75 people showed up. Then they went to San Fran-
cisco and only about 100 people showed up, so
they just cancelled the whole tour.

Mark ; And I said to Peter, "So how do you like
l7a. ?" and he said, "Oh, it's alright". You
know, pissed off, and it just goes to show you,
only 75 people went to that gig. They didn't
have the big draw they thought they did. The
Exploited show was 4,600 T)eo"Dle, but DOA and

'

Kraut played znd Bad Religion got back together
and played. All together it was a great bill.
That's why 4,600 people showed up. That's just an
example of why the song was written.

Adam : It's just the attitude of the bands when
they come over here. They think they're better
than everyone else.

GUILLOTINE ; So, now that you have a new single
out, are you planning anything new once you re-
turn from your tQ\xr?

Shawn ; We originally planned an 8 song E. P. , but
we were kind of rushed by the tour. We'll prob-
ablv have something new out this Winter.

The Man On The Landing

•
The man on the landing sleeps hard through the night
His snoors muffled with the cooing of the pidgeons
and the dark wind banging on the doors -

No one knows of his existance
as he stealthily creeps up to his bed

in his faded raincoat
padded with layers of sweaters

and his shoes that no longer shine
he is alone in his alone-ness

a grizzled sleeper with no home
smoking butts from old cigarette packs

as he settles in till dawn
one lone ember glowing in the darkness

his beacon
in his harbor on the stairs

his fading shadow illuminated as a flickering
candle

like a friend whose warmth is always there
the darkness slowly closes around him

blanketing him for the night
the man on the laLhdlng

where are you - alone tonight —

(for Penthouse Paul)
by Wendy

Members of the band present: Johnny Waste (guitar),
Mike (bass) and Dito (vocals/guitar)

GUILLOTINE interviewers: Wendy and Pat

GUILLOTINE: Who originally started the band?

Dito : Billy and me decided to get together and we
picked up Nick, our old bass player and later
John came into it.

GUILLOTINE : What ever happened to Urban Waste?

John: They broke up. Some people left to play in
Heavy Metal bands. John Dancy left to play with
Major Conflict and I joined up with them. That's
it.

GUILLOTINE : Mho decided on the name of the band
and what's the significance behind it?

Dito: .Billy and Gremlin, alias the stolen VCR sales-
man^

Mmt It's sort of some kind of crisis or...

Dito: We'll have to pull the dictionary out for this
one.

GUILLOTINE: Can you tell us what Major Conflict is
all about?

John- Dito can explain.

Dito: We play what we feel is right, the truth.

GUILLOTINE: You mean real life?

Dito: Whatever, We play with feeling, good times,
that's it.

GUILLOTINE: Do you want to talk about some of your
songs

?

Dito:$tand By Your guns is c'-- ^ standing by what
you feel is right. Pi rty rs is about a
fight we had, the Hoyt boys I hmq out with down
in my neighborhood. These gyys once started mess-
ing up one of my freinds and m had a big flight.
When we left, one of the gyys on the other side
was covered all over his face with white shoe pol-
ish from my freind's sneakers. That's what that
song is about.

GUILLOTI NE : What about the songs on your 45?

DUo: ntityrnijji. it's like about how really petty pre-
ir v^^ce can stoop.

riNE : How come hardcore bands don't write any
love songs?

Dito: We have something like that coming out now
It's sort of a love song.

"
"

"

things too late.

GUILLOTINE: How do you think people will like the
new stuff?

Dito: I think they'll like it. If all that people
are gonna like is fast stuff, they're not gonna
like us anyway.

John: There'll be a lot more ear opening now. It's
gonna move some feet. We're trying to write music
where we can keep the scene we havei plus open up
to new people and I'm not talking about the New
Wave scene.

GUILLOTINE : Are there any issues that you feel strohgli
about? ^ ^

Dito : Like what issues?

" 'a wviw ••ww« ,

It's about realizing
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GUILLOTINE : Any Issues. You know, like political

.

Pi to ; As far as Reagan winning?

M1 ke : Major Conflict represents happy. We're trying

to make a new trend, feeling happy.

D1to : Political issues, wait a second! I had some-

thing in my head, too.

GUILLOTINE : Maybe everybody should be quiet.

John : Wait, he's got 60 seconds. Bzzzzzll

Mike : We sing about the average ten or eleven year

old and how he wants his rights.

Pi to : Like if bands sing about how they hate America,

or they hate the President, there's nothing wrong

with wanting something better. Taking pri de in

your homeland, there definitely ain't nothing wrong

with that end I do, but as far as the system and

the people who are running it... All those people in

Congress, you know if you ever met them on the street

while you were working as a messenger, that they'd

spit on you and so, sometimes it's kind of hard to*

take pri de.

GUILLOTINE: Are you going to be doing the singing

from now on?

Dito: Yeah. This is it, the big time.

GUILLOTINE : I heard that you're really into SLF. Do

you feel that had an influence on the way you sing?

Pi to : It didn't mean to, but maybe unconsciously

it did. I wouldn't rip him off, because he's great.

GUILLOTINE: The first time you sang, how did you feel?

Mike : I used ter sing under water?

Pi to : I was nervous, yeah. I liked it better when

Billy used to take over and I could go off on my own

I even thought that he'd show up that night, because

I saw him the day before. To the last minute I kept

hoping he'd walk in. He was shocked when he found

out we did it without him. I had fun, though.

Tuning up was a problem. I was probably playing

the wrong notes.

GUILLOTINE: Some people thought you would break up.

Pi to : No way. We've had setbacks, but like it or

not. Major Conflict will always be back.

GUILLOTINE: How do you feel about the scene?

Pi to : Well , for some reason we've always been res-

pected by the scene as far as we're concerned .

We don't forget the people who make us feel at

home and we've always felt that way in New York.

After all , this is our home.

John : If the hardcore scene was on Wonderama, you'd

see 300 scared little 8 year olds run out of the

pi ace.

GUILLOTINE: How do you feel about the effects of

the article in Maximum Rock ' N Roll?

r.ike : I think it's bullshit that all skinheads are

nazis. Of course , there are a few bad ones , but

it*s like that everywhere. They seem to want to

divide everyone. They make it sound 1 i ke there'

s

a biig war on. If you read the lyrics of all those

bands that they are calling nazis, you'll see that

that's not what they're about. Some person is

looking around the clubs and trying to blow things

out of proportion. It's not as bad as they're put-

ting it. That was a very low blow on John Nord-

quist. The kid was murdered, so they just made

assholes of themselves.

John ; What they wrote is causing a gap between

friends who see- each other every week, trying

to cause a division where none exists.

GUILLOTINE: How would you feel if we got in a war?

Pi to : That's a hard question, because if the U.S.

would go to war with say Nicaragua the papers

would read U.S. versus Nicaragua and that's just

what it would be^ our people against theirs.

While those on top of it all would sit safe and

secure and make sure of their false worried faces

while so many of the people would be dyeing for

no reason. A good amount of the Nicaraguans that
would have died for turning Communist probably
never wanted it anyway.

GUILLOTINE: O.K. Politics aside, now. Have you

ever played anywhere outside the city?

Pi to : No, but we're dyeing to tour. We heard Gol-

den Voice might be able to help us. So, if you're

out there, this is where it's at.

GUILLOTINE: Po you have anything else recorded?

Oito: Not yet. We have to play more shows to get
some more money together.

GU ILLOTINE : Old you get a good response to your 45?

Dito: As far as the ones that we sent out the res-
ponse was great, but we had a lot of internal
problems for awhile and haven't shipped out a lot
yet.

GUILLOTINE; What are the future plans of the band?
'

Do you want to stay with hardcore?

Dito- As far as hardcore, if music is what hard-
core is, then I guess we ain't hardcore. But, if
hardcore is what you write, I guess we are. We
have some really great stuff coming out. We want
to go as far as possible.

John : China, Africa, Asia, New Mexico.

We want to do good, forget about it. We don't
want to work forever. This iswhat we want.

Halloween Show

This show ruled heavily. Sacrilege opened, up with
a good, strong set. They are a new band and have
a refreshing syle of their own. They reminded me
of early Discharge. After many 'delays the Psychos
went on. They put on an amazing show,' opening with
One Voice and continuing through a number of their
great songs. The best number in the set was Yo
Yo Eggbo . Nevennore played next. They opened up
^"^^ Roc^<^ Box by Run DMC and continued through a
set largely made up of their own material. The set
concluded with another cover, Children bf the Grave .

Next up was Mammoth , another new band.
|

They did
about three or four songs and that was it for them.
They sounded really great, but who wouldn't with
thousands of dollars vrox-^n of equipment. Murphy' s
Law followed. As per usual

, they put on a fun-
filled action packed show. They even had a smoke
effect during Who's Got The Bon^ , in the Kiss vein.
Next up was C.F. A. who put on the tightest show
ever. Reagan Youth concluded the evening with an
energetic, but sloppy set. They might have been
drunk, but it didn't matter, because everyone had
a great time anyway. This show was one of the best
in a long time.

by Kenny
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Battalion of Saints

Dr, Know is an intersting and versatile three
piece band (note- although, on their album they
are listed as a fo^ir piece) with their singer
doubling as their guitar player. Their sound

'

blends hardcore and heaver metal to perfection. Un-
like a number of three piece ^oands, they are also
very mobile. I noted that the guitar player used
a number of effects including a Sunn Channel Acce-
lerator which consisted of 5 different channels
including reverb. Their songs were characterized
by long instrumental and some very good guitar
leads. A number of their songs are preoccupied
with religion (although I have been told they are
done tongue-in-cheek, so to speak). "God said go
to New York. God told me to..., I saw the Empire
State Building today, but there weren't no big
goiTilla. " — this last was uttered in a countri-
fied, hick type of accent. This was uttered prior
to going into God Told Me To . Other songs from
their set included: Citizens Of The World, Mr.
Freeze . What To Do , God Bless America . Life'Returns ,

Crucified . Stop The Machine along with a number of
others

,

There was a pause before going into Crucified
while the singer took a "beer break". Their songs
were powerful, driving and tight with the rhythm
section hammering away as their guitar player
belted out the tunes while making some of the most
maniacal faces I have ever had the pleasure of
encountering. They concluded with a two song en-
core, followed by their guitar player staying on
a single note while tuning the guitar peg and
finishing up with feedback. This was a very re-

^^®ii!llJl21«J25^ debut from Dr, Know.

Dr. Know was followed by a breathtaking per-
formance by the Battalion of Saints . Their sound
was as energized as their records which is no
mean feat to achieve. They launched into a driving
and high energy set, a real steambath of a perform-
ance.

At the onset, their guitar player had his
cigarette hooked between his guitar pegs and it
remained there throughout the entire first song.
Their set included a large number of songs off of
their recent album in addition to a number of older
tunes. Highlights of the set included: My Minds •

Diseased,
course the Aw

Second Coming and of
j£3, which they concluded with.

This was another highly mobile, action packed band.
Blending all the finer elements of hardcore and
heavy metal, Battalion of Saints presents a force-
ful musical performance.

With two such dynamic bands this was definitely
one of the finer gigs to have occured in recent •

SCRUFFY

(and for animals everywhere who are crying out for
ver.geance)

There's a corpse rotting in the garbage pail

there are blood stains on yoiir hands

in your moralistic view

you deal quite mercifully

a qui.ck injection is so painless "they" all say-

the smell of blood - so sickly sweet

dogs your every step

a.t night soundless faces bore int^ yoxar

deepest sleep

the voices crying out

screajning through blood flecked lips

there is no pain

there is no pain

you took it all away

in a cold sweat you clench your teeth

— the dream is gone —
|

as you waken to the surclight of the day

but the voices wait
|

for the darkness to ciome

that's all that's left

a shot took it all away.

wje



DAMAGE THE VANDALS
Tales Of Terror

GBGB's matinee

The performances at GB's'on this particular

cu-nday matinee ran the gamut from being both ori-

ginal and theatrical to being highly tastless.

The first band to play after our arrival was

Tales 3f Terror from California. From start to

finish there was not a dull moment to their per-

formance. A written description can hardly en -

compass the visual and live dynamics of this mo-

bile, hj.ghly energised, theatrical band. Their

sound, if one were to try to characterize it, is

a blend of horror rock, heavy metal, hardcore and

ribald good humor. From their opening refrain

complete with maniacal laughter and comments such

as, "I have an Elvis tattoo on my cock", I was

riveted to the floor by their entertaining .and

mesmerizing performance. Perhaps, it is that

special blend of talented musicianship and biting

wit that places this band on a level above the

rest of the bands that played, Whatever the

reason, Tales of Terror definitely made the sham

that followed a bit more palatable.

The next band to play was Damage , a band

that certainly seems to follow the concept of

quantity over q.uality.

The first time I saw Dajnage was a number of

months ago at the Rock Hotel (which is due to be

resurrected November 10th). At that time, I

was somewhat impressed by the full sounding

performance. However, having seen them twice

since then the effect of two bass players and

two guitar players has worn itself thin. Why

they see the need for this many instruments I

have been unable to surmise, ^onless they just

aren't talented enough to go it solo. Their

songs start out loud, driving and highly rhyth-

mical in content, but after awhile what original-

ly appeared audibly tolerable becomes a nagging

drone. In addition, the singer, also one of the

guitar players (although he does sometime alter-

nate with one of the bass players) never appears

to be able to give his full attention- to the vo-

cals , a, factor which might well improve their

monotonous performance. I'm sure that you ' ve

heard of the old expression "too many cooks spoil

the broth", maybe Damage should take a lesson

from it.

Tales Of Terror

The last band to play, the headlining band,

the Vandals were the expectorant of the day.

From their puke green haired singer's first ut-

terances of, "Hello, beautiful woman what is

your name?", to every female within his range to

their finale, which I had the good sense to walk

out on, the band was am absolute cesspool of

talent. Not only were the so-called jokes offen-

sive, but they were not even offset by a single

,

decent song, not to mention their tasteless and

tacky lyrics. Whereas bands like the Angry Samo-

ans, the Meatmen, and yes^ even Tales of Terror

can poke fun at some highly sensitive subjects

such as "hitler ' s cock" and "nocturnal emissions"

and do it with wit and humor, this band was only

capable of wasting everyone ' s time. What they

lacked in musicianship, they certainly do not make

up with intelligent lyrics or good stagemanship.
Watching the Vandals is like looking inside the

urinal at CBGB's.

by m



U.S. Chaos Agnostic Front

Black Market Baby

the Ritz November 198^

For a gig that featured one of New York's most
popular bands, Agnostic Front, as well as the le-
gend£Lry D. C. band, Black Matrket Baby, the show was
pretty, poorly attended. Well, you know, it was
the Ritz and it was a Wednesday night, , ,1 guess a
lot of people had to get up early the next day
for school or work. Nevertheless , it was rather
disappointing to see such a small turn out.

We arrived in time to catch the last two num-
bers of U.S. Chaos's set, one of which vras a Sex
Pistol's cover. Very English!

There was about a fifteen to twenty minute wait
while Agnostic Front set up. The Ritz hadn't
changed much since the last time I was there when
the Angelic Upstarts played, which fortunately .

hasn't been for about two years. The place main-
tained an aura of tarnished splendour, a garish
decor that had frayed somewhat among the edges.
Maybe , it was the vast emptiness of the place on
this particular night that gave it that illusion.

From the moment Agnostic Front took the stage
they seemed somewhat subdued by the massiveness of
their surroundings. Their sound was the usual high
energy performance we have all come to expect, in-
cluding a blend of old favorites with new numbers
off of their recently released LP. But, something
was missing! Roger remained somewhat stationary
during the set, in striking contrast to the mobile,
blur of speed he usually is at CBGB's, Not one
person even attempted a stage dive during the set.
I really enjoyed Agnostic Front , as always , but,
like myself they seemed out of place in the gar-
rishness of the Ritz. After AF finished their set,

the place nearly cleared out. Although, in all .

fairness to the band, they did request that every-
one stick around for Black Market Baby.

Black Market Baby finally hit the stage. They
seemed older than I rememebered them (Mudd Club,
February 1982). Perhaps it was because when I saw
them they were a skinhead band. Or as their lead
singer, Boyd Farrell , pointed out at the beginning
of their show, " We started out as a skinhead band,
then we were a punk band, now we're just Killing
Time". (prelude to the song Killing Tlma] , They
still maintained that brilliant blend of rock 'n
roll and hardcore that characteilzed their earlier
material. An unexpected pleasure awaited Black
Market Baby fams! Keith Campbell, the band's ori-
ginal guitar player, was back with them. The sound
was tight, energetic and just plain great t The set
included a number of all time greats from their
classic! and only LP, Senseless Offerings ;

America's Youth, Killing Time , Downward Christian
Soldiers , Joe Nobody , Gunpoint Affection and World
At War .

Boyd stalked the stage throughout the set, yet
maintained powerful vocals and a dynamic stage
presence. This along with a tight and hard hit-
ting rhythm section and wailing guitar riffs
marked a wonderfully energi zing performance.

Other numbers in the set included: Back Seat
Sally , Can't Break , Just Like The Others , Total
Waste (from the Flipside compilation) , In It To-
gether and that old classic, the Wanderer^ By~way
of an introduction to the Wanderer , Boyd said,
"for this song we like to sit on the porch in Vir-

ginia and sing to each other a real rock and roll
song". And, that's what Black Market Baby gave us.
rock 'n roll and much, much more.

For those who stayed behind, Black Market Baby
gave a show worthy of their reputation. I hope
that they will stick around this time!

(Black Market Baby recently reformed after having
Deen disbanded for about a year).

JUSTICE IN a-:^nj^^

Behind closed doors we are locked inside a prison
buffeted by guardians who call themselves benign
there is no air, no light or water
all our sense have been numbed
blanketed by mildewed tendrils
host to things we cannot see
voices call out through the darkness
they are laughing at our plight
incessantly they taunt us
poking ice cold prongs

|between the bars.

.

What have we done
why are we locked here
we've had plenty of time to think
no one ar.swers our whispered questions
writing pain on blood stained walls
distorted life forms , sunken visions
what do we have besides our minds
drawing sketches into blackness
soon that too will be gone...

Where is justice we are crying
safe inside its courtroom walls
when we cry out from our prison
they turn a deaf ear to our call
as we fade into the blackness
they have quenched the dieing light.

—

! wje I

(dedicated to the Vancouver 5 and
all those who are unjustly impris-
oned while evil runs rampant in our
society)

.
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Kraut
Danceteria November 19B^

Kraut was celebrating the release of their mini

LP, WHETTING THE SCYTHE, with a large scale bash

at Danceteria. Climaxed by Kraut's performaace

,

the party kicked into gear with two hours of free

drinks for all the invited guests, that iS if.

you had the stamina to miiscle up to the open bar

on the third floor. As for me, I prefer to brave

the subway at rush hour. Free booze and rook

videos, including Kraut's All Twisted, fortified

the invited. Meanwhile, DJ Nancy Rapchak kept

the paying customers on the dance floor downstairs

entertained with a steady barrage of current and

vintage punk.

At a quarter past one, with both the band and

the audience well oiled, Kraut hit the stage.

They opened the set with a powerful performance of

NGRI, off of their new LP. The set list had under-

"gone several revisions for this particular show in

order to place an emphasis on the new material.

No, No, No , the second song in the set, hasn't even

been recorded yet: This was followed by Backstab-

ber, the closing track of their recent LP. After

two relatively slow songs, the audience was more

than ready for All Twisted. The song started fast

and accelarated to the lightning tempo associated

with Kraut's earlier days. As usually happens at

Kraut's gigs, a stream of kids bounded onstage

,

danced a bit and then dived back onto the dance

floor. A slightly re-arranged and abbreviated

version of Unemployed (minus the third verse) was

tossed off next, followed by the insistent drone

of Society's Victim . The tempo picked up again with

a perfozroance of Slow Down that was rougher
^
than

the version included on their album. Continuing

with their new material, the. band gave Juvenile

Justice a somewhat theatrical flourish. Both Dave

and Doug acted out their vocal characterizations

quite effectively. Ihen came the heavily metal

influenced number, Strongest Man , followed by the

manic psuedo instrumental. Flossing An E-String .

Pyramids , Kraut's one skate number, followed. The

audience enthusiastically joined in on the chorus.

Two-thirds of the way through the set, Kraut

seemed as though they were just getting warmed up.

The remainder of the set was turned over to older

material . Sellout was followed by Kill For Gash

followed with Doug playing the blues intro which
was performed by Steve Jones on the first Kraut

LP. This quickly turned into the audience parti-

cipation free-for-all which it invariably does.

Then things got a bit awkward again. Apparently,

Kraut decided at the last minute to incorporate

their intended encore material into the set, rath-^

er than go throu^ the regulax ritual of leaving

the stage and then returning. Bob Kestler joined

the band to play his extended classical synthesi-

zer intro to Arming The World . This made a very

effective opening for the Kraut show at the Bitz

recently. However, having heard thirteen "no

frills" Kraut numbers, the song seemed a bit dis-

oriented. The spirit of Steve Jones was invoked

once more on Bodies , Jone's favorite Sex Pistols

song. This was also the one he played on stage

with Kraut a couple of years back. Audience par-

ticipation hit its peak for this number.

Kraut closed the show with a solid performance

of Bogus . It's no secret that this was not the

best Kraut set ever. Perhaps, this was due to

too much pre-show partying. My impression was

tiiat they have not yet adjusted their onstage
performing style to the type of material that
they are now playing. All their fastest, hard-
core numbers have been dropped from the set.

Their musical identity does not appear to be as
specific as it originally was. Kraut seems to be
in a state of flux, perhaps uncertain of their
ultimate musical direction. But they're not the
sort to give up easily, and I'm confident that
any necessary adjustments will be made. In any
case, it was some party.

by Bob Sheridan

Eternal Darkness

Eternal Darkness
this feeling always present within my mind
Cold dampness reaks inside my bones

This eerie unknown wind whips and echoes
throughout my very soul

Oh, such bleakness no one human being should

ever know

This is what lurks inside me.

Imagine this to be your dsunnation, your only

truth, your only internal serenity.

Why?! The q^uestion stammers in my mind

It GCreeches through my body, rips me apart

without mercy.

Why this eternal suffering? Why?

What am I?
Why have I been chosen?

Gould they not choose another?

I have no fate, everything carefully planned.

I don't want this position, I can't understand

¥hy did you choose me?!

Don't test my sanity for it is intact ...

but for how long?
Let me be human,
or let me know why I can never be!

Tana Steel

GiET

3"FA 11**
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IRON GROSS interview

Iron Gross are: Saab (vocals), Paul (bciss), Greg
(guitar) and Steve (drums)

Interviewers are: Wendy, Goph and Annette

GUILLOTINE; Other than the material on Flex Your
Head and your latest single, Hated and Proud , do
you have anything else out on vinyl?

Paul: Two other singles, but they're both out of
print.

GUILLOTINE : Are you planning on putting out any-
thing else soon.

Paul: An album will be out next, but we still
have to go into the studio and record it.

GUILLOTINE ; What's going to be on it?

Saab : All the old songs we did before , plus some
new ones. We had different people then, so now
we're gonna re-do the old songs with our present
line-up.

GUILLOTINE 8 Who's in your new line-up?

Saab : Paul plays bass, Greg plays guitar, Steve
plays drums and I sing,

I5tiLi= Saab sings or thinks he does,

Steve ; I do sexual favors.

Paul: Saab is the only original member.

GUILLOTINE ; When did you start?

Saab II Three years ago, May 22nd or 23rd?

GUILILOTINE ; Are you planning on going on tour?

Pauls Yeah. We really don't know how much time
we have. What we waiit to do is go down the
East Coast and then go across the Mid-West
if we can afford it. Then, we want to go out
West. But, first we want to get our album out,
only money is a problem.

Saab ; So, if you know anyone who has any money
and wants to help out...

Pauls That's what we really want to do, though
is get the albinn out.

GUILLOTINE ; What songs are you planning on putting
on it?

Paul; I Don't Love You , Crucify , WoIfpack . You're
A Rebel and maybe a live cut of Jumpin' Jack
Flash and Shadows . Also, some other songs which
we haven't writxen yet.

GUILLOTINE : So, tell us about some of your songs?

Paul (pointing to Saab): He writes the lyrics. I
don't even know the lyrics to them. All I know
are the chorus lines when I sing them, that's
it,

Paul: It's not zhat they intend to. They just
drive by and they see us standing around, talk-
and Just minding our own business and they'll
drive by saying, "Heh, heh, you goddamn punk
rock faggot motherfuckers". You know, ti^e kind
that have rebel flags hanging all over the back
of their cars.

'^^Qg You curse them out, give them the bird and
they stop the car and come out with guns. Some-
times it's best to ignore them.

Saab ; I can't ignore it,

Greg ; TheiB is a lot of racial tension in D. G.

,

because there are so many blacks. They give a
lot of white people shit. You walk down the
street and you hear the people calling you ,

"white boy", crap like that.

Saab ; You don't hear anybody saying anything a-
bout that,

Greg ; Yeah and if you come back at them and call
them "nigger", it's not the best thing to do.
But, they can give you mouthfuls of verbal shit.

Saab; But, if you say one word back, you're a
nazi scumbag and they're more racist than any-
one. If they want to call me nazi,, fine, I
don't like them anyway. If someone calls me
nazi and their fucking ignorant enough to call
me nazi, fucking fine. Then I'm a nazi, you
know. You know, it's alright for these black
guys who hang around our corner all day, you
know, I'll go to work and they'll stand there
going, "You fucking white motherfucker, you
scumbag". If you dare say the word "nigger",
you get all sorts of shit, I mean everybody
calls you a fucking nazi and they're the ones
who are racist against us. I don't hold a
grudge against anybody until they start it. If
some fucking black geezer wants to give me a
mouthful of shit, because I'm a white person,
then he's a fucking nigger and I could caxe
less. Yeah, he hangs around a street comer
and I'm the stupid asshole who goes to work,
'cause I can't get on welfare since I'm white.
That's the way it works in D, C,

Paul; Our neighborhood is really fucked up, be-
cause you got RG right here where the blacks
live and right next to its Columbia Boad and
who do you think lives on Columbia Road? The
blacks are pretty cool, but the Puerto Ricans
give me shit. Relating back to our songs, we
just write about what happens in our lives.
That's what happens there all the time. Then
there's the senseless vi.olence like in Wolf-
pack o That's the other half of it. At first,
you say forget it, fuck this assholp, every-
thing's cool, but they just keep driving at you.
When trouble starts we get blamed f|Dr it, be-
cause we're white, even though they started it.

G^e£i Well, we have 10 different songs jmd their
about 10 different subjects. Tell her about Wolf-
jgack. I always wanted to know what

,

WoILfpack was
about? *

Saab; Wolfpack is about cunts going around beating
people up, because they're like 10 io 1 and it
makes them feel tough. Old people canH walk
around safe anymore. They get treated like shit.

GUILLOTINE; You have a reputation foz' wilting songs
about violence?

^^Q?* I'lJi writing a whole bunch of new songs about
love.

Saab: You don't know what love is, man.

Paul: It's just a coincidence.

Saab: Well, we ain't too good about writing about
peace, love, vivisection and flowers and all that
crap.

Annette Why not?

'Cause I'm an asshole

I

G'mon Saab!
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Saab ; Well, what am I supposed to write songs about
skipping in the park, holding hands and tripping
over tulips?

Annette ; No, I want to hear why you write about vi-
olence?

Saab ; I write about violence because my girlfriend
caui't even walk out of the house without getting
smacked in the head by two fucking spies, I

Mean you should live where I live.

Annette ; All you say is about violence and vi-
olence.

Saab ; I write about the fact that you can't even
walk down the street ajiymore, unless you're 6*^"

without some fucking cunt thinking he's cool un-
less he smacks the shit out of you.

Annette ; It's that bad where you live?

Saab; It's bad everywhere,

Greg 8 He writes about everyday life. It's about
what one person sees, that's what he writes a-
bout

.

GUILK'TINE ; How are the cops down there?

Greg i The cops are fine.

Paul : It's not the cops. It's th© rest of the

people who hate us. The rednecks from Southern
Maryland who come down, they're the ones who pull

guns on us,

GUILLOTINE ; They come iown just to start trouble?

Saab : It's a two-way street. I'm not going to
give them respect, until they give me some in
return, I don't want to hear how 250 years ago
they were brought here as slaves, because my
parents were European and they had nothing to do
with it, I don't want to hear, "You owe us
motherfucker, 'cause we were slaves". That airit

my problem. My mother grew up in London during
the blitz and my father was a German refugee
from the nazis.

Greg ; All we want is for you to take what we said
and then take our songs and put them together ,

then use your own judgement. That's all that
we're talking about,

GUILLOTINE : Do you get to play a lot of gigs in
B.C. ?

Greg ; ^ot at all. Not us, we're bsmned from eve-
rywhere. The clubs don't want us, because we
get too carried away. We abuse the audience.
(laughing)

Paul: But, we don't out of town.

Saab ; Our home town hates us,

Greg; But, Philadelphia loves us.

GUILLOTINE ; (to Paul) How long have you been
with the l3and?

Paul: Since last year. One year now.

Steve ; I've been with them about six months.

GUILLOTINE : Do you feel the direction of the
band has changed amy since you joined them?

Steve ; Since Paul's joined the band, in a way,
I mean when it fi2?st started off, it was a
fascist, skinhead band,

Paul: The whole thing about it was, their first
bass player was black and they played a couple
of gigs with him. But, just because of the
name, they were branded as fascist.

Steve ; Since those days, there has been a gradual
progression. If you listen to the singles the
style has changed from a basically English
sound to something more melodic, and with the
new stuff we're writing it will be even more ^

2 9

melodic. At this point we have to add new
material. We get fucked up by having to play
out of tomi, like PhiLidelphia. We don't want
to turn down gigs, because we need the money.
Money is what keeps a band together. We really
have to turn some down, though, so we can work
on the songs.

Paul: When I first joined, we had a gig to play
in three weeks and I only had the time to
leain to play the songs for that gig. A
couple of weeks later we went into the studio
and did Hated and Proud .

GUILLOTINE ; How are you able to play like that?
(indicating the cast on Paul's arm)

Steve I He*s God. He can play anyway.

Paul; Where there ' s a will, there ' s a way,

Steve; I think we need about 5 new songs, I think
we're definitely on an upswing, now. We need to
get the album out. We've been offered a lot of
r3cord contracts. I think we have a certain
power and that's what I'd like to achieve on vi-
nyl. I'm writing a whole bunch of stuff which
is more melodic and driving. If that comes
through. Iron Gross first of all has to live
down its reputation as a fascist band . We have
to get our album out and keep on progressing,
that's it.

NIGHTMARE

In my nightmares -

you are running down endless city streets

like a broken newsreel

flipping over and over

and I am chasing after you

ray shoes encaised in lead

so heavy to lift

arms outstretched, pleading —
Stop!

and you laugh maniacally

filling the screen with peals

of blood soaked rage -

raining down eighteen years

of acid bitterness

scorching my flesh in black bile —
as the cars whizz! past

manned by phantom apparitions

learing at me -

reaching out taloned claws

to tear at me

Wake up! Wake up!

and suddenly — the nightmare is real

and I'm sweating

and crying

STOP! STOP! but you won't —
Please stop!

|

FADE OUT
I
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RECORD REVIEWS ®
One thing you can say about Scream, they really give
their all on stage. From first note to last, the
energy never stopped —biting, driving, hard hitting
momentum. The set opened with some girl proposition-
ing the singer, Peter Stahl, and his commenting,
"Someone asked me if I want to get off after the
show, I get off during the show". Big on group
participation he added, "Get closer to the stage.
The closer you get the less people get htart". Later,
when he felt the audience was merely observing the
band, he added, "What is this a spectacle , a circus?"

From the first moment on we were bombarded with such
great numbers as: Who Knows , Screaming, B<^d??!r . Ui-
traviolence , Sho^ & Tell . Laissez Faire Wou^T
Hygiene . The Monkey . No Money, Bet You Never Thought
atnd Still Screaming , to name a few. Throughout the
performance Peter remainded constantly mobile

—

leaping into the audience, hanging from the rafters

j

and at one point, even sticking his headiia the drum,
Peter's powerful stage presence combined with some
great guitar playing, especially on Show & tell , and
a tight rhythm section made for an exceptional show.

Scream were only about two-thirds of the way through
their set list when they were informed that they
could only do one more number. Rather than succumb
to this , they added a bit more songs, concluding
with a riotious version of Helter Skelter. One thing
you can say about Scream , they ruled!

by Wendy

EMPTY WORDS

You say anarchy, yet -you conform
you say peace, but violence is your norm
you say str. ight edge, then you get high
why don't you stop giving us these fuckin' lies

You put these words on a lyric sheet
but without actions they're incomplete
words without meaning don't prove shit
it just shows that you're a hypocrite.

Pat

Chicken Fight

I personally think fighting is stupid, but fights

at gigs is the woirst, because it makes the whole
.scene look bad and fucks it up for everyone. I think
that I don't even have to mention names, because you
people know who you are. Let's stop taking out our
inside anger on helpless deer or "chickens". Leave
them the fuck alone. I also think people should cool
out with other people. A certain incident I'm re-

ferring to is the Scream gig at GB's. Before the set,

a certain person was fucking up a live chicken and

another person tried to stop him and succeeded. Un-

fortunately, punches were exchanged, but the idea is

that the whole incident could have been avoided if a

a certain person wouldn't have acted like an

arrogant , son of a bitch. Let's leave the amimals

alone and let's all make peace among ourselves,

befc|re it's too late.

by Goph

TGXIC SHOCK Records
Box 242 Pomona CA 91769

ALBUMS
FUpside/Vinyl Fanzine Voliime J.

Opens with Dickies/Gigantor. Since I'm sure you all
know this classic tune, let me just say that on this
vinyl fanzine, there is some short dialogue by the
bands between each .ccng to add some extra interst.
GI's/Rell^ous Ripoff is a different mix than the
version on Legless Bull E.P, better, cleaner and
tighter. The Freeze/No one Is Ever Coming Home ,

funny intro with Charlie Brown piano in background.
Typical Freeze song, fast and tight with distinctive
metal edge. White Flag/Question of Intelligence o-
pens with disco/rap type music, then breaks into
thrash with switches throughout the song. Kind of
too noisy for me. Kraut/Flossing With An E String
intense sounding song from this N, Y. rock 'n roll

bande I don ' t know but it sounded hardcore to me.
F/Attack, long intro but good sound with strong drum-
ming. Flag of Democracy/Madhouse, funny dialogue,
this song kicks ass, but the vocals remind me of
Jello Biafra. T. S. 0. L. /Suppose They Gave A War ,

boring, son of a bitch of a song, man. This sucks
intensely! Others on this side include A, 0, D, and
Plain Wrap, Side Two opens with Scream/Fight , a
great song by a great band, Undead/ In Eighty
Four, one of the first New York hardcore bands and
they're still kickin' strong as ever. Slow, haunt-
ing beginning to this song, but it really sticks in
your mind as it gets moving. F.U. 's/Warlords , good
song, also appears on the F. U. 's most recent album.
Black Market Baby/Total Waste , rather than going
through the rest, 1*11 just say that it is good,
the whole record is pretty good, but for a few
exceptions. Other bands include Psycho, Gay
Cowboys in Bondage, Borscht and Anti Scrunti Fac-
tion and G.B.H.

U. S. Chaos/We ' ye Got the Weapons E.. P.

(Chaos Records)
The cover illustration sets the tones bright and
imaginative, showing a U.S. cailcature tank chasing
a Russky, a Jap, Khomeini and Castro tagged "Moscow
or Bust". With this impression, the listener moves
into the first song. Message of Love , a melodic,
hook-laden, anti-Soviet song. This is followed
by I 'm An American , an undistinguished filler thrash
cut portraying a "know-nothing" attitude, the worst
song on the album. Things improve with Guns By My
Side, the refrain echoing with def:

opens with the band's best song, B;

ance. Side Two
ts and Pieces, a

long piece giving Skully every opportunity to ex-
pose the anguish and anger in his voice. The music
is fast and simple, giving powerful bticking to
a very emotional and highly anti-war song. Con-
cludiw the EP is the band's choral anthem, U. S .

Chaos.

Agnostic Front/victim In Pain
(Ratcage Records, 70 Greenwich Ave., , N, Y.

,

N. Y. 10011)
This is a fuckin' excellent album that effectively
shows the aggressive, powerful style of Agnostic
Front, This album contains ten new songs and the
classic Last Warning from their E.P. The songs
are fast and powerful, the lyrics intelligent and
positive. Songs like Victim In Pain and Blind
Justice deal with one's struggle against a society
that doesn't understand people who are different.
Other songs like United and Strong and Fascist
Attitudes call for more unity and put down violence
within the scene. Contains a lyric sheet and a
picture of the band. This is the best album to

come out of the New*York scene in a long, long time.
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Heart Attack/Subliminal Seduction
(Ratcage Records)

I have a lot of respect for this band and their in-

telligent ideas. Unfortunately, this E.P. just
doesn't match the musical quality of Keep Your Dis-

tance . I still think this is a good record, musi-
cally. It contains four songs dealing vrith topics
such as the American mistreatment of the Indian,
Wheels Over Indian Trails; sexism, Man's World ; tox-

waste, Toxic Lullabye and improving youi"self as
a person, Self-Control . Musically, this record is
a bit slower than their last one. It is less fren-

etic, but the songs are well-structured and bcalanced.

The vocals are clearer on this E.P.

7 Seconds/The Grew

(B. Y.O. , P.O. Box 67A64, Los Angeles, GA 9006?)

One of the best LP's of the year. Great vocals as
only Kevin Seconds can deliver them. Excellent
bass and drums, but the guitar could be a bit more
distinctive. Highlights include Color Blind with
a little rap by Kevin, Not Just Boys Fun and many,
many other great tunes. Excellent backing vocals,
too. This is one fuclcing, hot album*

Zyklon/Made In Belgium
(Punk etc, Mottestraat 12, 1870 Wolvertem,
Belgiiun)

English vocals on all the songs, but two. It deals
with various issues such as war, Belgium, etc. The
sound is fast, driving thx^sh with some really good
changes throughout, A good record,

Rattus/Kattus (Ratcage Records Import)

A Belgian import of medium to medium fast punk.
The vocals are raspy and in Finnish. The music is
heavy on the bass with an occssional guitar break.
It deals largely with political issues. Decent, but
nothing earth shattering.

Decry/Falling
(To:xic Shock Records, Box 242, Pomona, CA 91769)

Tills is a great LP with a clean and distinctive
delivery to the songs. The excepti onal guitar
playing really stands out. The LP contains an
excellent cover of the old Dead Boy * s clas si c

,

Sonic Reducer . All the songs are fucking excellent
with a lot of versatility to them. Special favor-
ites include , My Bloody Dream , Subject To Change
and really every song on the LP. One of the high-
lights of the LP's that have come our wayl

N . 0. T. A. /Toy Soldiers E.P.

(Rabid Cat, P.O. Box 49263, Austin, TX 78765)

A good e,p, with excellent lyrics. There are two
guitars in. this band which makes for a full and
distinctive sound. Toy Soldiers rules!

Govemnent Issue/Joy Ride
(Fountain of Youth Records)

The GI's are one of my favorite bands since Legless
Bull and they keep getting better. This album is
very professional to say the least. The sound qual-
ity is excellent, the songs are all tight and good
as well. They also do Nancy Sinatra's Boots , Just
when you get to the end, what do you think they go
into? That^s: right. Sheer Terror . What else is
new, another great Gjl, record,

S.S.D. /How We Rock
(Modem Method Records)

Is this the same band on the cover of Issue #7? I*m
ashamed, I used to love S5D, but this record is
fuckin" lousy. I just don't tiiink it's very good
or memorable. I certainly hope their next record
makes up for this.

Sajnhaln/initlurn

(Plan 9 Records, P. C
07644)

Box 41200, Lodi, N.J.

Because of Glenn's distincitve voice this can passfor Misfit's material. It's quite slower for the
most part. All songs are real good with the ex-
ception of All Fun. It drags on real shittely. The
shouted vocals are annoying. Horror Biz is a real
third rate version of the "old" Misfit's tune (which
was fucking great). The Shift , however is a slow
haunting tune of whooahs and shit. The Howl is a
powerful song especially the vocals,U^^l. Ar-
chan^el reminds me of old Psychedelic Furs for~
some reason, but it's real good, scary moans and
everything,

B.Y.O. Compilation/Something To Believe Tn
(P.O. Box 67A64, Los Angels, CA 90067)

One of the best compilations around. HighHghts
from Side 1 includes Scratches and Needles by
the Nils. A really good song, evoking strong im-agery through the lyrics, a song that really sticks
with you. Memori.es by the Tourists is highly remi-
niscent of the late •70's New York punk bands.
It's a good song, nevertheless. Care by Youth
Brigade, very typical of their distinctive style.
This song is good, tight and powerful with excep-
tionally strong and dynajidc vocals. The side con-
cludes with DgiDinatlori by Youth, Youth, Youth, also .

the fastest number on this side —strong anti-is-
raeli war sentiment, real driving and angry.

Side Two opens with Piss On You/Personalitv Crisis.
This is a really good band from Canada. They have
a great album out and this song is a good example
of their style. Indian Summer/Channel 3 igj very
poppish, but a catchy tune. More or less a reflec-
tion of the direction of their musical futi;ire.
2iiXie34/Young Uons a really hot song with a pow-
eriui ending. This is a fast, hard thrde piece
band from Canada. Realpolitik/Zeropti on follows,
another Canadian band. The beginning of this re-
minded me of the Abused. And of course Tits On The
Beach/DOA. Well, leave it to DOA the ontly band thatcan write serious and meaningful songs aid then
ones like this, funny as hell. Just shows you that
intelligent bands can also be ridiculous. Out Of
Touch/7 Seconds follows. Being one of mj favorite
bands, I find it hard to be objective. Lefs just
say it's typically great... 7 Seconds. The W con-
cludes with Forftlgn ?0]1ripVstretch Marks, another
tight band with strong vocals, fast.

Kraut/l^ettlng.the Scythe
(Cabbage Records/ P.O. Box l^Zk, Flushing, N.Y.
11352)

With this LP, mo^e straight rock 'n roll hass been
incorporated into their sound, slicker and cleaner
than their earlier recordings. Side One opens with

the only coveir tune on the album Slow Down (if you
like the tune, this version is good). The s'ongs; are
good rock 'n roll, but none of them are pari^icularly
memorable with the exception of Pyramids (also on
the BYO compilation). New Law , the one number that
Doug singgj is particularly notable for the dominant

,gpitar riffs. There are a few faster numbei:^ in-
cluded such as Flossing With an E String . It's a
good, well constructed album, but something, the
spark, the energy that used to characterize Kraut
seems to have dissipated. They actually sound kind
of laid back.
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ill Repute/What Happens Next (Mystic Records) .

(the iDand can be contacted at: P.O. Box 1812,
d)xna2:d, GA 93032)

This is a very powerful record. Every song on
Side 1 is super fast with the exception of Don '

t

Get Used and the old Paul Revere & the Raiders
s ong , Cherokee Nati on.

Side B begins with Book and Its Cover, which is an
excellent song about judging people by the way they f

look. Another two good songs are Fill It Up and
\

Hit and Run which are both about drunk driving, \
Over all this is a very good xecoxd from a good
band that really has something to say.

TMA/What's For Dinner? (Jimboco Records)
(Jimboco Records, P.O. Box 203, Ansonia
Station, Few York 10023)

Side One is really good with some very outstanding
songs such as Mary Tyler Moore (theme song) and

ich is about fucking Nancy Reagan. Psy-
_ sounds a bit like Lights Out (Angry Samo-

ans )»

~"

Side Two starts out with what I think is the best
song on here, Penniless. Pins and Needles was
taken from the Honeymooners- its a happy man who
grins. I like the album a lot, but I wish these
guysj would play sometime.

Die Kreuzen/Die Kreuzen (Touch & Go Records)
(Touch & Go, P.O. Box 7l6, Maumee, Ohio ^353?)

There are just too many songs to be able to go in-
to each one, but I' don't think I have to. Every
song on the record is excellent. Very iraw vocals
with fast, strong music behind them. The sound
c[ua]lty is very good and clear sounding. The band
sounds very tight and distinctive. This album is
definitely worth getting.

Subterfuge/Vho ' s The Fool (Mystic Records) ^

These guys sound English ( I think they are). Not
just the vocals , but the style of the music is
slower and a bit more melodic. Jodie is amusing,
about being in love with Jodie Foster. Darling
sounds very much lijce the old Bad Religion.

Side Two is considerably slower paced, but some
fast breaks thrown in to avoid monotony. Legal
Who is a pretty fast song along with Stanca. This
is a |)retty good record. I like it a lot and it's
dlffetent from most of the new stuff.

C ompilati on/s. C. R. E. A.

M

.

(Thirsty Ear Communications, 310 Modison Avenue
Suite 1506, N. Y. , N.Y. 1001?)

This is the second in a series of promo albums.
The first one had some interesting bands on it,
but «as a bit dated by this issue's printing.
Numbeif Two features a wide variety of sounds to it
ranging from Sadistic Exploits/Beginninp;s . As
usual this band is full of surprises, popping up
where you least expect them to. Once again they
have provided us with an excellent tune on vinyl.
Look out for more of themi Other styles include
The^Big Race/H.3-'-- Fire in the U2 vein. Modem
Cities/Worlds /i.va;/ continues this trend, but tighter
and mo;re melodic sounding, L. M.N. 0. P. /Forever Thru
the Sun, interesting science: fiction sound effects
during the break, the rock and roll contribution
to the album. Then, there's Buddy Love for all you
Jerry Lewis fans. And for all the Connie Francis
fans, fear not for behold we bring you Emily West
in GQEatant. Backbeat. Have we said enough yet?

4 5's
Stranglehold/Leisure Tour 8^
(One Step Record/Taarg, 8^ Oak Street, Weston,
Massachusetts 02193)

This record is moving and melodic, more early
punk sounding than hardcore. She's Not Leaving
has some distinctive little riffs between the breaks
in the music, a real catchy tune with long instrum-
entals, not your typical Boston sound. Same All
Over is n-^t as powerful, opens with militaristic
beat, chant style number. They remind me very
much of bands like SLF and the Angelic Upstarts.
A really good record.

Negativ/Negatlv
(Beat Wirz, Haupster, 2? CH-445 Hafelfinger,
Switzerland)

Although this b.?jid Is from Switzerland, the songis

ar'e sung in English. Glitter Hair Cream opens the
record, a satire on rock and roll stardom, very
British sounding with some real amusing lyrics.
Terrorist is a good, driving number with a whoooi
chorus. This is my first experience with a Swiss
band and I want more!

Major Conflict/Major Confliet
(Silent Scream Records, 24-0? 31st St:reet,
Astoria, N.Y. 11102)

Good sound effects leading into How Do Ya Feel
(which has a pretty good instrumental intro). Some
really pertinent lyrics on Outgroup. I know liite
a few people who should read them. They are not
your typical New York band, very distinctive and
innovative. Not Just A Song starts out like it
came from Phantom Of the Opera (great keyboards),
very HM influenced, excellent both lyrically
and musically. A great debut record, clean and
well produced.

Decry/Symptoms of Hate E. P.
|

(insane Industries, P.O. Box 3272, Arcadia, OA
91i06)

,

Opens \u.th Symptoms Of Hate, interesting way the
vocals are arranged, very long song with a number
of diverse changes. Resurrection in some ways is
reminiscent of the Circle Jerks . Side B speeds
up the sound a bit. Strapped In— "people think
I'm crazy because I don't think their way", how
true! Powerful and driving E. P.

!

The Varukers/Led To The Slaughter
(Riot City Records)

All songs are very anti-war, holocaust oriented,
painting a bleak picture. Musically they are
driving and powerful, but in no way measure up
to their recent album, good nonetheless, though.

Dicks/Peace?
(R Radical Records)

Some pretty significant lyrics. Powerful vocals
dominate the record. Side B is a bit faster with
a lot of short breaks. An interesting E.P.

Shotgun Solution/shotgun E.P.
(Dizfunzioni Musicalli, Vin del Feliso, 10,
00185 Roma, Italy)

j

A lot of versatility to their numbers. Shotgun
is one of those songs that really hits you, very
melodic, midway through the vocals join in and
the tempo picks up. I» K. Y. G. I. M. F. opens with
raw screaming, the guitar player takes on the
vocals on this one, really raunchy sound. One
of the best bands to come out of Italy, so far.
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